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As is the case with any specialized trade, construction has a language and vocabulary of its own. Therefore, as you read through the
text of this book, you'll find technical words that are underlined. This
signifies terms that are defined in APPENDIX C: GLOSSARY on page 96.
You'll also note that a number of companies and their products are
mentioned at different points. Rather than list access information at
the point where these listings occur, such details are included in
APPENDIX B. In some cases, this has allowed us to provide detailed
product descriptions that otherwise would have been too cumbersome to include.
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INTRODUCTION: BACKGROUND AND HISTORY

INTRODUCTION

BACKGROUND AND HISTORY

Earth sheltering and its kindred building techniques known as rammed-earth and adobe
construction have been practiced from ancient
times as efficient methods of constructing
houses that stay warm in the winter and cool
in the summer. Before the widespread availability of insulation, the best way to achieve a
constant and comfortable interior environment
was to use.massive walls and to reduce exposure to the elements. Today, we know that these
buildings perform well because of their great
thermal inertia (the capacity to resist temperature change) and thei r large earth-contact
area, which allows stable ground temperatures
to be transferred to their interiors.
These physical theories fall short, however, of
explaining why earth sheltering has been used
for ages. Perhaps ancient man noticed the
constant temperatures in caves throughout
the seasons, or maybe it was just that earth was
the only readily available building material in
some areas. Certainly earth and stone have always been the least expensive construction
materials.
Adobe construction is a useful and effective
technique in arid zones such as the southwestern United States, where it is still a popular
material for use in residential building. The
method, which consists of forming damp c lay
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and sandy earth into bricks that are cemented
into place with either mortar or a clay slurry, has
even been used to erect five-story buildings
suc h as those found at Taos Pueblo, New Mexico, and In Yemen . This traditional form of architecture has achieved grace and ornamenta l virtuosity, extending even to clay tracery in
front of windows.
Rammed earth was used by the ancient Romans for fortifications. With this technique, an
earth and sand mixture is highly compacted
into heavy wooden forms and results in thick
walls so dense as to be impervious to insects
and rodents. Hilltop House in Washington, DC,
is a two-story, rammed-earth structure built in
colonial times. And at Bremo Plantation in Virginia, Thomas Jefferson constructed outbuildings of rammed earth.
Rammed-earth construction enjoyed a brief
twentieth century surge of popularity during the
Depression, mainly as a result of re search and
experimentation done by the U.S. Department
of Agriculture. But Increasing prosperity and rising labor costs have largely eclipsed such labor-intensive building methods since that time .
Nevertheless, custom rammed-earth homes are
still being erected, a s evidenced by the beautiful, energy-efficient houses David Easton builds
in California .

•

LEFT PAGE: The comer forms have yet to be removed
from this example of rammed-earth construction by
David Easton. The windows and doors are framed
In heavy timber, and the rammed-earth wall is visible under the windowsill.
ABOVE: This three-story rammed-earth building was
built about 1820, and the photo was taken in 1949.
BELOW: This barn in the Rhone Valley of France has
survived unstuccoed for over 100 years.
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LEFT PAGE, ABOVE: Angus S. Macdonald designed
and built this low-cost rammed-earth house with an
earth-she lie red roof in 1938. At Macdonald Farm,
we call it the Farm House. LEFT PAGE, BELOW: This end
view of the Farm House shows the precast concrete
window frames. RIGHT PAGE, ABOVE: Even the porte
cochere of Angus S. Macdonald's Main House is
earth sheltered . Heavy oak timbers support the cantilevered structure. The doors were salvaged from
the Rockefeller Mansion on Park Avenue in 1947.
RIGHT PAGE, BELOW: Heart-of-oak blocks laid in a
bed of beeswax on a four-inch slab form the dining room floor in the Main House.
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THE BUILDINGS IN MY BACKGROUND
My grandfather, Angus Snead Macdonald, a
graduate at Columbia University Architectural
School, built a rammed-earth and earth-sheltered Farm House in 1938 on our farm In Virginia's piedmont. That solid structure has been
continually occupied since its completion over
45 years ago. Its 18-inch-thick (18 ") walls contain no cement, though precast concrete door
and window jambs were used . Rammed-earth
bearing wa lls set 12 feet (12 ' ) apart support a
four-inch-thick (4"), solid pine deck made of 2
PAGE 12

X 4 members spiked together side by side. No
beams Were used, so this deck spans 12 feet
(12 ' ) by itself with the weight of roofing and a
foot of earth overhead. Overhanging eaves
protect the exterior walls from the weather, and
an application of asphalt to the top of the concrete footings prohibits moisture from penetrating the rammed -earth walls and spreading
upward.
In 1947, my grandfather built the Main House
on his farm, using heavy oak beams to support

earth-covered roofs. These roofs have gardens
and patios on various levels; one of them even
used to have a fish pond complete with a willow tree. Thick exterior walls of gathered stone
and of bricks made on the farm provide thermal inertia to the design. The interior is paneled
with local cedar and pine, and a floor of fourInch (4"), heart-oak blocks, set in a bed of beeswax on a concrete slab, graces the dining
room. The built-In seating circle In the library
conforms to the results of experimental mockups my grandfather used to determine the most
form-fitting profile. The wooden bench is so
comfortable that upholstery Isn't necessary.
In 1952, Angus Snead Macdonald built a
Farm Cottage version of Frank lloyd Wright's
"Usonlan" house ("Usonian" is a coined term
for "United States" ) on our Virginia farm, using
the roof design of his own rammed-earth Farm
House. But this time, he made the walls of concrete block and employed corner windows to
create a feeling of openness in the small rooms.
Wright's populist Usonian concept was a breakthrough in architectural design; he became
one of the first architects to design for the common man. My grandfather's 1,200-square-foot,
Virginia version carries out Wright's intentionsbeing very Inexpensive by virtue of its slab floor,
concrete block walls, factory-style steel casement windows, and earth-covered solid pine
roof deck.

LEFT PAGE: Ook timbers support the eorth-sheltered
vestibule on the Main House. RIGHT PAGE, ABOVE:
The sunken seoting ring centers on the tireploce
and forms the entertainment area of the Main
House. RIGHT PAGE, BELOW: The dining room of the
Main House features handmade furniture and a
harpsichord made by the author.
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INTRODUCTION: BACKGROUND AND HISlORY
True to other international-style prototypes of
the time, the house had no embellishment other
than the corner windows and projecting eaves.
It was stuccoed with a paint my grandfather
made from local red mud and whitewash, a single coat of which had, by this time, already protected the rammed-earth walls of his nearby
Farm House for 24 years without repairs. I
recoated both dwellings in 1978 with the same
formulation. By that time, the rammed-earth
Farm House was 40 years old, and a leaky gutter had caused some wear on one of the walls.
No other deterioration was evident; even where
the paint had washed away, It was impossible
to dent the rammed-earth walls with a knife. I
also recoated the concrete block Usonian Farm
Cottage, but only for cosmetic reasons.
All three buildings were covered with earth
placed over four- and five-ply tar and felt roofing. Galvanized backflashing at the eaves was
sealed with hot tar. Although the Farm Cottage
was leaking badly in 1976 and had to be reroofed, the 1938 rammed-earth Farm House roof
has never been repaire·d . The 1947 Main House
roof has needed only backflashing repair,
which was done in 1975. Tar and felt roofings
are now considered too brittle in cold weather
to be used under the conditions of constant
dampness encountered with earth sheltering,

and their use has been superseded byelastomeric sheets and compounds. Because the
most recently built of the three dwellings on our
farm needed the most repair, I suspect the
problem was the careless applicallon of the
roofing materials rather than the materials
themselves.
In any case, these three dwellings are examples of what can be done with indigenous materials and local labor to create inexpensive
but gracious and architecturally significant
energy-conservative structures. The construction foreman for much of Angus Snead Macdonald 's work was Fletcher Taylor, a farmer in
the region who slill lives on the farm . He was
Macdonald's right-hand man and was able to
turn ideas and Inventions into reality without
benefit of formal training in construction.

.
LEFT PAGE: A.S. Macdonald's Farm Cottage is an
earth-sheltered, block tenant house built tor displaced persons trom WW II. It was completed in
1956. RIGHT PAGE, ABOVE: The Macdonald Farm Cot·
tage interior, as remodeled by the author in 1976.
RIGHT PAGE, BELOW: Skylights were added to every
room. Note the 2 X 4 plank root which spans three
12-toot bays with earth loading.
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EARTHEN CONSTRUCTION TODAY
During the twentieth century, inexpensive
energy and the availability at insulation and
standardized construction materials have created alternatives to using indig'enous methods.
Construction has turned from a family project
into an insllIutionalized industry; most houses
are now built by professionals rather than by
homeowners. Two major factors have led to a
revital ization of Interest in owner-built and
owner-managed home construction: the Arab
oil embargo in the early 1970's, which caused
a dramatic increase in the cost of energy and
building materials, and the steadily rising cost
of professional and unionized construction
labor. Western economies, heavily dependent
on imported oil, reacted to these changes with
slower growth and higher interest rates. The
consequent slowdown of institutionalized construction opened the door to popular interest
in energy-conservative, self-help construction
methods. During this time, modern technology
developed readily available elastomeric and
resilient materials, some of which can be combined with indigenous construction materials to
effectively waterproof earth-sheltered homes
and buildings. These tactors add up to make
the time ripe for the owner-builder.
Of the three indigenous construction methods
I've mentioned, earth sheltering obviously has
the widest modern application. In all but arid
zones, adobe walls are subject to deterioration
and are not themselves earthquake-resistant.
Rammed earth Isn't earthquake-resistant either,
and such construction Is so labor-intensive that
although it may be used In damp climates such
PAGE 16

as Virginia, one rarely finds an individual (let
alone a contractor) willing to tackle it. Furthermore, though both adobe and rammed earth
offer great thermal Inertia, the earth contact
provided by earth-sheltered design utilizes the
tremendous thermal inertia of the earth.' s crust
itself. And because modern materials may be
used to structure, waterproof, and insulate such
houses, they may be safely constructed in
almost any climatic or seismic zone.
When coupled with passive solar design, earthsheltering techniques can produce homes that
are virtually independent of commercial energy sources. Several examples of my designs
here in Virginia use no form of mechanical or
supplemental heating or cooling, except occaSionally during the most severe winters.
My own architectural career Is based on the
work of my grandfather, Angus Snead Macdonald, as I have continued to develop and
popularize earth-sheltered housing as an economical and harmonious resolution of the energy crisis for the individua( and family. My
interest in this stems not only from a long-term
concern with affordable housing but also from
a firm belief that utilizing the principles at physics leads to a beautiful SimpliCity. We can live
in harmony with nature without the egotistical
superimposition of complicated machinery.
A house can become an extension of the individual's creativity within the parameters of
physical laws. This, I believe, Is what the great
American architect Frank Lloyd Wright meant
by "organic architecture ," He didn't intend
houses to look like plants; rather, he Intended

architecture to respond to site and climateand to natural organization by its very conception and design. Thus the earth-sheltered house,
with sufficient earth-contact area and designed
according to passive solar principles, fulfills
Wright's concept of organic archifecfure.
When we couple fhis organic concepf wifh
a populistlhrusf concerned wifh fhe use of simple, affordable, easy-to-use materials, we have
generated a very strong and meaningful style
of design-an architecture that responds fo the
nature of our world and to the needs of man.
Homes buill in this style not only are beautifu l
but also are useful and practical. They e xpress
individual effort and creativity because the
owner partiCipates in their conception and
construction, using materials he or she can
manage; they offer comfortable interiors yearround without Infusions of commercial fuels;
and they'll always be easy to maintain because mechanical devices are kept to a
minimum.
I certainly don't mean to imply that technology doesen't playa vital part in the earthtempered style of home building. In fact, the following chapters will include descriptions of the
most modern structural, waterproofing, and in·
sulation materials available. Regarding materi·
als, technology can be a liberating influence,
because rather than imposing future repair
costs on the owner, as would mechanical heat·
ing and cooling systems, these materials can
increase longevity and reduce maintenance
by remaining elastic and by decreasing the
chances of discoloration, cracking , or
rupturing .
This book details a method of construction

LEFT PAGE: The two-bedroom Sun House is about 620
square feel. RIGHT PAGE, ABOVE: The Solar Arcade,
a very low-cost earth shelter, was built by the author
in 1979. RIGHT PAGE, BELOW: The entire front of the
Solar Arcade is now glazed.

that integrates modern technology with traditional materials. With the help of techniques
described here, we can achieve an up-to-date
combination of passive solar design and earthcontact and earth-sheltering methods-the
hybrid I call "earth-tempered construction." II's
my hope that the words and illustrations that follow will form a bridge between the wealth of
technical and architectural theory available
and the actual doing. The best way I know to
accomplish that goal is to explain In plain English the construction of an earth-tempered
home-from conception to completion.
PAGE 17
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CHAPTER I

SITE SELECTION
When you're shopping for a piece of property
on which to build an energy-efficient home,
keep your wits about you, and look both up and
down. Be mindful of both the sky and the earth:
The proper marriage of sunlight, terrain, and
soil will be crucial both to the ease with which

your home can be constructed and to the yearround performance of the finished structure.
Though the land should meet your emotional
needs and wants, the factors that we're going
to discuss in this chapter will be fundamental
to the success· of your project.

SLOPE
To save money on excavation and ensure
adequate drainage, it's best to build earth-tempered houses on sloping ground. The hillside
need not be steep; In fact, too great a slope
can prove to be a greater problem than none
at all. An Ideal site will be angled so that the
excavation will be about four feet (4') deep after having been cut back to suit the north-south
dimension of the building you're planning.
Figure 1.1 Illustrates this concept.
Try standing where the front wall of your home
would be located, and imagine where the rear
wall would be. If your house will be 25 feet (25')
deep, a 16% slope (16 feet In elevation gain
over 100 horizontal feet) will give you just that
four-foot-deep (4') cut. As you can see, though
your design need not be finalized to choose the
right piece of property, you should have a basiC concept of what you want to build.
An excavation four-feet (4') deep at the back
will usually produce enough leftover subsoil to
berm up an earth shelter's back wall to its full
eight-foot (8') height. The backfill will slope

FIG. 1.1
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away from the rear wall to form a swale that will
help direct rainwater away from the building.
There will also be enough leftover topsoil to
cover the roof and the disturbed ground
around the walls.
If you're unable to find a piece of property
that even comes close to meeting this description or if you already own land that doesn't
qualify, you should consider building above
grade. Building an earth-tempered house on
level ground presents Increased waterproofing
and structural problems that Inevitably run up
the cost, but by adding extra insulation to an
aboveground building, you can achieve comparable performance without earth berming.
What's more, the savings offered by the abovegrade house's lighter structural materials,
minimized excavation, and lack of waterproofing may actually make It a little less expensive
to build than an earth shelter. Of course, building above grade means sacrificing the security, low maintenance, and tremendous thermal
mass of the earth-tempered design.
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WATER IN THE WRONG PLACES
Sloping terrain will generally be well drained,
but you should inspect it carefully for any signs
of surface water or groundwater. Although runoff shows up most obviously during rainy spells,
dry months are the best times to check for
groundwater problems. Plants that are being
nourished from a subsurface water source, one
that could become an active spring when you
dig, will show vitality during a drought, while

ORIENTATION
For obvious reasons, it's best for a solar home
to face due south, but don't panic if an attractive section of Ideally sloping ground happens
to be a little off compass perfect. Figure 1.2
shows how much solar energy you'll lose if you
face your building at other than true south, and,
as you can see, a 25 degree variation in either
direction will cut solar gain by only about 10

r

r
r
r

r
r

percent (10%). In fact, In warmer climates It may
be to your advantage to aim your building a
little to the east to reduce afternoon heating.
Bear in mind, too, as you read your compass,
that solar (true) south may be different from the
magnetic south Indicated by your compass. For
your convenience, there is a map of magnetic
variation from true south in Appendix A.

FIGURE 1.2
INSOLATION AT OTHER THAN TRUE SOUTH
(reflectance of glazing considered)
AZIMUTH

r
r

other nearby vegetation wm be suffering.
No matter what method of construction you
choose, It's a good idea to avoid marshy land
or a site that Is In a low-lying area. You should
also check with the U.S. Geologic Survey office
in your area to find out if the property you're
considering is in a flood zone. That agency will
be able to tell you If, or with what frequency,
a particular area is likely to be inundated.

5
10
15
20
25
30

PERCENT
TRANSMIITED
99.6%
98.5%
96.6%
94.0%
90.6%
86.6%

AZIMUTH
35
40
45
50
55

60

PERCENT
TRANSMIITED
81.9%
75.6%
67.8%
59.9%
51.1%
41.1%

SUN ANGLES AND SHADING
To take full advantage of the sun's heat, your
site must not be shaded by trees in the winter.
Evergreens are obviously of greatest concern,
but a thlck-trunked deciduous tree can block
as much as 40 percent (40%) of the incoming
sunlight In winter even without leaves. To determine what trees might pose a problem for your
solar design, you'll have to Imagine the sun's
path across the sky. In the middle latitudes of
the United States, the sun's path will average
about 20 degrees above the horizon on the winter solstice (the day with the shortest period of
daylight). The angle at noon will be somewhat
greater than 20 degrees at most locations, but
using the smaller number will ensure that the
site will receive solar gain throughout the allImportant middle six hours of the day.

A rough study of the sun's angles in relation
to other buildings, nearby hills, and trees you
want to save may show that there's no danger
of winter shading, but If you have any doubt,
consult charts, or use a solar site-planning card
to establish the sun's path more exactly. The loss
of even 10 percent (10 0/0) of potential solar gain
could force you to move your homesite.
Trees whose branches extend directly over
the site, however, may prove to be real assets.
Because the sun's path across the sky Is highest
in summer, the limbs may shade the house during hot weather without interfering with solar
gain during the winter. As a matter of fact, a site
backed against the southern edge of a grove
of shade trees seems to be a particularly good
choice.
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SUBSOil MAKEUP
An earth-tempered home will be much less
likely to have leakage problems if the subsoil
has good permeability. Clay, for instance,
holds water and is the least desirable type of
earth in which to build an earth-sheltered structure. Sand, on the other hand , drains well but
isn 't stable enough to build on . An ideal subsoil will have some of each, and the only way
to find out what's at a particular site is to dig
down and see . When you go to look at a piece
of property , take along a shovel so you can cut
through the topsoil to examine what's below.
If the subsoil appears to contain a substantial amount of clay, it's a good idea to run a
simple test to determine the percentage. Take
a sample of the subsoil home with you and fill

a glass jar about halfway with the earth. Fill the
remaining space in the container with water,
cap it, and shake the contents thoroughly. Set
the jar aside where it won't be di sturbed and
wait overnight. In the morning, the earth should
have stratified in the jar. The sand will be on the
bottom , clay will be next, and silt will be on top.
The relative thicknesses of these layers will give
you an approximation of your subsoil makeup.
If there is a substantial question about the
permeability of the subsoil at a particular site ,
the health inspector may want to perform a
more elaborate test to check the subsoil's suitability for a septic system. This will give you
a very accurate idea of the earth's structural
stability.

CONVENTIONAL CONSIDERATIONS
Some of the concerns in selecting any building site are a view, access to roads and existing power lines, a water supply, and waste
disposal-whether it's handled by a sewer, a
septic system, or some alternative. The first two,
view and access, can be easily checked by
some carefree sight-seeing, but water supply
and sewage disposal deserve more careful
examination.
Independent water supplies (deep wells or
capped springs) should be located uphill and
away from the se[:ltic field or sewer connection.
To some extent:then, these two systems must be
planned at the same time. But because the
health inspector is likely to determine where a
drainage field should go, the well-driller may
have to accommodate to sewage disposal
needs. Neighbors should be able to tell you
what was required to find water on their
property, but you still might want to make purchasing the land contingent on finding a good
water source at reasonable depth. It's not unusual to make a down payment on a lot but to
withhold the balance until the well has been
succesfully drilled. In some areas, public
records are kept of the depths of successful
wells. The most likely agencies to check with
are the health inspector's office or the u.S. Geological Survey headquarters in the area .
As already mentioned, if you plan to use a
septic system, you should have the health inspector look the property over to determine
whether and where a drainage field can be located. Without the health inspector's approval,
you won't be able to get a building permit. It
the inspector isn't familiar with the subsoil
PAGE 20

type(s) on your property, he or she will probably want to take core samples and perform
tests .
Though it has nothing to do w ith the land itself, the availability of a mortgage with reasonable interest, from either the seller or a bank,
could be an important factor in choosing between pieces of property. Also, whether or not
the lender requires them, do exercise the
safeguards of tille search and boundary survey.
An attorney will look through past deeds to determine whether the seller has clear tille to the
property and if any restrictions have been written in; a surveyor will figure out just how much
propery is actually included in the description
on the deed. Once these have been completed, you will know whether there are restrictive
covenants or tille disputes that might later prohibityou from developing the land or that might
pose other problems.
To recap the most important points covered
in this chapter, a suitable location for a passive
solar, earth-tempered house will have the following features: a genlly sloping hillside that
faces more or less south; firm, stable sOil ; a suitable dry area on a crest or hillside; unrestricted
solar exposure; an a ssured water supply; drainfield approval; and practical access and clear
tille.
All these factors should reinforce your intuitive .feeling of rightness about a particular
piece of land. Remember, this is the place
you're picking to put your home; it's where
you'll be living for a number of years, so be
aware of your feelings about it and about your
future neighbors when making your decision.
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CHAPTER II

BASIC CHOICES
Many different factors will affect the type of
house you choose to build, even after you've
made the basic decision to consider an earthsheltered dwelling. This book concentrates on
the construction of bermed houses using several widely available building systems. Basically, these systems fall into three structural
categories according to the dominant materials used in each: concrete, steel, and timber.
In addition, there is discussion of two kinds of
timber structures: post-and-beam frame and
bearing wall.
Both the availability of certain products and
your aesthetic preference for the type of material you enjoy working and living with will help
you choose among the systems. Cost may also

enter the decision-making process, because
though the systems are similar in price, factors
such as your design's use of materials and the
distance the goods must be shipped wiU affect
the cost. The chart on the following pages will
help describe the major options.
To help you visualize the options listed in the
chart, the rest of this chapter is devoted to examining some custom designs for homes in Virginia's piedmont that illustrate the three major
earth-tempered applications I suggest to owner-builders. These designs were developed
around the concepts of the individuals and
were documented in such a way that the owners, who had no previous construction experience, could complete their homes.

ATRIUM HOUSE
The first selection is the concrete and masonry, 4,160 square foot Atrium House, designed for
Robert and Carol Kaye-complete with kitchen, dining room, family room, and living room
opening onto a central solar atrium. Two guest
bedrooms and a spa also receive light and solar input from this skylit area. The atrium contains a tropical garden under a large, gabled
skylight formed of doubled acrylic domes on
a timber frame. This assembly rests on a masonry curb built atop the concrete roof.
To form a sound roof deck for this home, concrete was poured on Epicore@ metal decking.
This system was installed over bearing walls,

steel lintels, and beams placed by the owner.
A perimeter masonry parapet contains exstruded polystyrene (EPS) board insulation, elastomeric roofing, and sod for earth sheltering.
Although the south-facing windows are very
large, all the other facades are completely
bermed, including the garage. To change
landscape levels, railroad ties fan out in a radial pattern from the east and west corners of the
house to retain earth in a stepped pattern.
Quarry tile floors and textured Spanish-American stucco complete the interior. Textured
acrylic stucco applied to the exterior walls over
EPS board insulation finishes the outside. Earth

FIG. 2.1

SOLAR ATRIUM
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is bermed right up to the windowsills to further
increase earth contact and reduce the ex·
posed exterior wall area.
The client has installed a subfloor heating
and ventilating system, consisting of large PVC·
plastic pipes set in the gravel base course ,
which wi ll move air from two large fireplaces
to all areas of the house. The fire alcove in the
family room will contain a woodburning stove.
Hot air rising from the heater will be drawn
through a backup heat exchanger and into the

S[CTION
piping system by an air·handling unit hidden
behind the alcove's large brick arch. This air,
moving through the pipes, will warm the floor
slab and will enter the living area along perim·
eter wailS through adjustable floor registers.
Thus, even atter the stove's fire has gone out,
residua l heat stored in the slab wi ll continue to
warm the building. This home's great thermal
inertia has been integrated into its backup
system as well as into its basic passive solar
design.
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JUBALEA
The two-story, 3,600-square-foot, earth-sheltered home shown below Is based on a concept of terracing. Jubalea's entrance is on the
north and can be reached by way of a sunken
gallery on the upper level. Double doors to the
vestibule allow an antique sled to be drawn
through the entrance gallery and into the livIng room each Christmas.
Mid-Atlantic Hambro® steel bar joists support
a concrete roof deck that's sloped to take full
advantage of winter sunlight. This commercial
long-span system was adapted for residential
use In order to provide the extremely spacious
Interiors that the home's builder and owner required. The upper level contains the kitchen,
the living/dining room, a guest suite, the owner's office, a workroom, and a solar greenhouse. A solar clerestory allows low wintertime
sunlight to penetrate deep Into the interior.
On the second level, the earth-sheltered roof
of the bedroom wing forms a terraced garden
and lookout for the living/dining area from
which an excellent mountain view may be enjoyed. Downstairs, one reaches the master bedroom suite and the children's suite from a large
family room. All the rooms on this level have
sHdlng glass doors that open onto a southfacing terrace.
Jubalea is heated and ventilated by a large,
central chimney. This masonry receives direct
solar gain, and a woodburnlng stove in the

family room acts as the primary backup system.
Passages in the chimney direct warm fresh air
into a plenum formed within the structure of the
joists over the bedrooms. Air Is drawn from the
plenum by Individually operated ceiling fans
in each room. The living/dining room upstairs
has a fireplace that shares the same chimney.
And a passive solar batch heater for domestic
water Is Incorporated into the south side of this
chimney at terrace level. Above the batch
heater Is a solar chimney glazed on the south
and painted black inside. Dampers allow the
flue to be opened in the summer, so that heated air rising In the chimney will draw air from
the ceiling plenums to effect natural ventilation.
The exposed exterior walls were covered with
a formulation by Max Ware, a plastics specialist, that was troweled over EPS insulation board.
LEFT PAGE: The blockwork for the Solar Atrium in
northern Virginia shows a steel structure over large
south-facing windows. Perforated drainpipe is
coiled In the foreground. The house was designed
by the author in 1982.
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LEFT PAGE: Jubalea, a two-story earth shelter
designed by the author in 1981 , has the main living
area on the upper level and bedrooms and family
room on the lower level. Note the solar clerestory,
the massive chimney, and the solar water heater,
RIGHT PAGE: MidAtlantic Hambro" trusses support a
3D-foot span of earth-sheltered roof over the livIng/dining area of Jubalea ,
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SUN CORNER
This 1 ,500-square-foot, earth-bermed, heavytimber home is set with a corner facing due
south, so that winter sunlight is trapped not only
by the two-story living/dining room but also by
both balcony bedrooms. Both owners are iron
mongers (artistic blacksmiths) who have added
beautiful metal strapping and details to their
home. During the construction , they became
jacks-of-all-trades-even cutting and setting
their own soapstone flooring.
Exquisite finish and detail characterize thi s
home: Sand blasted heart-of-pine beams reclaimed from an old timber mill form the structure and radiate from a massive, central brick
chimney heated by a woodburning stove.
Vents on each side of the main flue draw warm
air up into the bedrooms without the use of fans.
On the north where the ground floor is
bermed, the timber superstructure is supported
by an insulated and waterproofed reinforcedconcrete retaining wall. A 2 X 6 frame wall filled

with Insulation was placed around the heavy
timber post-and-beam frame. Thus the massive
timbers are fully visible from the inside, which
creates the motif and sets the tone for the interior decor. This timber work is set off by the soapstone floor and the massive brick chimney, both
of which lend thermal inertia to the design: The
floor acts as a solar-absorption area, and the
chimney stores heat from the backup system.
On the ceiling, exposed tongue-and-groove
roof decking, with insulation applied to the topside, completes the aesthetic ensemble.
The design was based on the owners' conception . They shopped for recycled materials,
including all the windows, and the found components were integrated into the design. These
details-along with finely wrought handmade
creations, such a s the solid wood front door and
its arched opening-lend character and individuality to this economical and energy-efficient home.

LEFT PAGE: Jubolea is neslled into the foothills of the
Blue Ridge Mountains. RIGHT PAGE, ABOVE: Old pine
mill beams were reused in the post-and-beam
frame in the living/dining area at Sun Corner. RIGHT
PAGE, BELOW: The author designed Sun Corner in
1982 as a super-insulated, earth-bermed home. The
diagonal orientation allows solar input on two sides

as the sun sweeps across the sky. NEXT PAGE, ABOVE:
The view of the living room from the bedroom balcony. NEXT PAGE, LEFT: Wrought iron detailing by the
owner/builders on Sun Corner's main entrance door.
NEXT PAGE, RIGHT: The central chimney contains a
pair of warm-air ducts, as well as the flue, to circulate air by natural convection when the stove is lit.
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MONEY MAnERS:
FINANCING AND COST CONTROL

Effectively controlling the construction costs
of a sun-heated dwelling means doing a good
bit of homework before and during the actual
building. but the payoff for your careful
research and planning will be well worth the
effort. Basically. you'll be creating equity in solar real estate-housing that. with the inevitable inflation and rising fuel costs. will increase
many times in value in years to come. By budgeting carefully. you'll also avoid funding shortfalls and the heartbreak of an unfinished home
and an empty pocketbook.
When choosing a plan for your new home.
your construction budget will probably be the
major limiting factor. How do you determine
your financial limits to begin with? There are
several methods. depending on your current
financial and employment status and what
your expectations are. For example. perhaps
you plan to sell your present home to finance
the construction of the new. more energy-efficient one. In that case. you'll be building with
a fixed budget. one that will be determined by
the funds you can reasonably expect to have
left after the selling and moving expenses and
the purchase price of new land have been subtracted from the proceeds of the sale.
Maybe you have a steady job and plan to
take a mortgage on your new home and pay
for It on a monthly basis. If so. the amount of
money you can afford to spend on your new
home will be determined by the monthly loan
payments you can handle. The usual rule of
thumb for calculating this figure has been to allot one-quarter of your monthly gross income to
house payments. To cope with the high interest
rates of the last few years. however. many lenders are now allowing borrowers to devote a
third of their gross earnings to a mortgage
payment.
Whichever fraction you end up using-and I
recommend that you be sensibly cautious and
choose the lower of the two-be sure to subtract
overhead and utility costs from the fraction of
your Income earmarked to pay for your house.

You'll have property taxes to pay; but fortunately. insurance rates will be comparatively low for
the essentially fireproof type of construction
you're considering. and an earth-tempered.
passive solar design should require next to no
space heating, though there will be energy expenses for lighting, cooking. and appliances.
A good way to get a handle on the monthly
payment you might be comfortable with is to
look at your present mortgage or rent.
Interest rates. as of March 1984, were about
12% for government programs and somewhat
higher for commercial loans. The 30-year mortgage table here shows how a few monthly payment amounts compare to the sum borrowed.

FIGURE 3.1
MONTHLY PAYMENTS FOR
30-YEAR MORTGAGES
RATE
AMOUNT
$25,000
$30.000
$35.000
$40,000
$45.000
$50.000
$55.000
$60.000
$65.000
$70,000
$75,000

11%
$238
$286
$333
$381
$429
$476
$524
$571
$619
$666
$714

$257
$309
$360
$411
$463
$514
$566
$617
$669
$720
$771

$277
$332
$387
$442
$498
$553
$608
$663
$719
$774
$830

$296
$355
$415
$474
$533
$592
$652
$711
$770
$829
$889

$316
$379
$443
$506
$569
$632
$695
$759
$822
$885
$948

In my view. today's inflationary monetary policy means that interest rates are bound to rise
again, so I recommend that you consider only
a fixed rate mortgage. Your bank should be
willing to write one, but if it's not. find a mortgage broker. This person represents large investors such as insurance companies and writes
either commercial or government loans. depending on your needs and qualifications.
Once you've arranged for a mortgage. many
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banks will lend you the majority of the money
needed to build the structure. The funds don 't
come as a lump sum, however, but are paid
at different completed stages of construction after the lender has inspected the work.
Having determined the limits of your construction budget, you'll need to set aside part of that
amount to pay for land development. The
amount will vary with each site, but the money
will be spent in four areas: access, sewage dis·
posal, utility supp ly, and legal costs .
The access road to the site must be suitab le
for heavy construction vehicles as wel l as for
your own use. Get bids from grading and c learing contractors to find out exactly how much
the work will cost. Don 't be su rpri sed if it's more
than you expected ; even the least expensive
gravel drive and turnaround will run $1,000.
The cost of sewage disposal will depend on
what the local health inspector requires at your
site . Septic tanks and drainage fields run as
much as $2,000. At the less expensive end of the
scale, even a municipal hookup will be accompanied by a charge .
Contact the power company to arrange an
electrical connection (which will be needed
during construction), and notify the te lephone
company, too. If yo u 'll be using a public water
supp ly, that hookup wi ll carryon installation
charge. The price of having your own well
drilled can be estimated by reviewing the
figures you came up with while inspecting your
property (see Chapter I) and applying the
prevailing per foot charge that drillers in your
area ask. The national average drilling cost in
th e spri ng of 1984 was $10 to $12 per foot, but
there's a tremendous variation , depending on
the difficulty of the job. Don't just assume that
you'll spend $10 per foot; drilling expenses
have been known to approach $50 per foot.
I've lumped the construction loan interest,
loan clearing costs, owner's liability and property insurance during construction, and building permits into the "legal" category. Don't
forget to include the cost of the design itself (an
architect's or engineer's fee) . You r professional designer, the building official, your insurance broker, and your real estate agent will be
able to pinpoint these fi gures for you .
Add up all these estimated land development costs, and subtract the total from your
construction budget. The remainder is what you
can actually aHord to spend to build the house.
This figure will be the major factor in determining how ambitious a plan you select.
Of course, the degree to which you participate in the construction will also influence the
amount of square footage that you'll be able
PAGE 32

to afford . In early 1984, fully contracted buildings were running about $42 per square foot on
the average, but many owner-assisted construction jobs were coming in at between $18
and $24 per square foot. In fact, some ownerbuilders have erected their passive solar, earthsheltered homes for as little as $10 per square
foot. At the lowest of these costs, you could afford at least four times as much house as you
cou ld at turnkey prices!
However, the amount of time and effort you
can afford to devote to construction, along with
your level of building skills, will govern your
degree of participation. As you consider these
factors, bear in mind that seasoned professionals take about three months to erect a twa- or
three-bedroom home of between 1,000 and
1,500 square feet .
If you attempt to get a loan through the Federal Housing Authority or the Veterans' Administration , your plan wi ll also have to conform to
the Department of Housing and Urban Development's Minimum Property Standards (MPS). To
establish that your home will meet these requirements, you'll have to furni sh these agencies with copies of you r site plan, material
specifications sheets, and working drawings,
plus " Manual J : Heat Gain, Heat Loss Calculations." I've included copies of the materials
specificatons in Appendix B and a completed
Manual in Appendix A. Ask your agent for a
copy of the VA's "Required Exhibits to Accompany Request for Determinaton of Reasonable
Value, Proposed Construction Cases," Pamphlet 26A-3. The VA or FHA will review three copies
of your completed submission and tell you the
amount they'll lend you to build the house. This
eval uation will cost about $75 and should be
added to legal costs.
Once you've settled on a plan , calculate the
amounts of all major materials and finishes.
Make an itemized cost estimate for these components to see just what you'll be spending for
doors, windows, masonry, rei nforcing steel, and
other items. Your architect or builder may supply a list on request. It's all too common for pea·
pie with little building experience to drastically
underestimate the amounts and costs of materials needed to build a house.
Parts of a solar-heated home qualify for federal and state conservation and solar tax
credits. Such items as insulation and components involved in solar heating and heat storage and distribution should be totaled
separately to help you calc ulate your income
tax credit for the year in which you build. By listing these items on your federal , and perhaps
state, income tax forms, you could recoup 40
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III MONEY MATTERS

percent (40%) or more of their cost. This credit
may be claimed only once for new construction or for substantial reconstruction. Use Form
5696, Energy Tax Credit, to file In the year in
which you build.
Be sure to check your cost estimate for accuracy with suppliers and contractors, and
don't sign any contract until you're satisfied that
the total amount will be within your budget.
When the time finally comes to build, purchase
as many materials as you can In advance. Not
only will this help you stay ahead of Inflation.
but it will also ensure that built-in items fit
properly. It the windows, doors, and other fixtures are stored in a shed or trailer at the site,
workers will be able to refer to them during construction for exact measurements. Do Insure
everything you store at the site against theft and
damage, though, and follow the insurance
company's recommendations for security.

PAGE 34

As construction proceeds, keep complete
records of all purchases and labor payments,
and compare those receipts with your cost estimates. By doing so, you'll be able to nip cost
overruns in the bud and complete your home
within the budget.
I also recommend that you further protect
yourself by carrying liability insuranceparticularly if you'll be using volunteer labor.
Also see that all contractors and subcontractors carry their own i!ability policies, and don't
take their words for it. Make them sign a release
of liability before their crews go to work on your
property. This can be in the form of a Simple
statement in your contract with them .
Make sure that safe construction methods are
practiced on the site; don't take shortcuts or allow others to do so. Construction accidents can
be nasty and discouraging, and a single liability suit could wipe out all your plans.

IV PLANNING

CHAPTER IV

PLANNING

Your decision to use a

;

passive solar

solar design and reflecfs a real concern wifh
building longeVity and the increasing costs of
operating and maintaining machinery. Sti", if
you expect it to perform well, you must be
aware of solar and earth-sheltered design fundamentals as you plan your home. So let's start
at the beginning and discuss the principles of
physics that lead me to recommend these energy-efficienf construction techniques.

I

earth-sheltered design for your new home will
profoundly influence many aspects of your
building's plan. To allow ready entry of the sun's
warmth , large windows and ·solar clerestories
along the southern facade and roofline will act
as solar collectors for the building-which , in
turn, will accept, store, and distribute solar radiation without moving parts. This is true passive

HEAT MOVEMENT
With proper passive solar design, the sun
should provide nearly all the energy necessary
to heat your new home. The most fundamental
part of a successful sun-heated house is south-

FIG,4,1
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facing windows. Figure 1.2 in Chapter I shows
the penalty for facing a solar building in a
direction other than due south. To whatever degree that it's possible, you should keep your
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home's south side squarely facing the sun's
noon position. Just getting sunlight In won'f
guarantee a comfortable home, though . Other
elements of the structure's design must complement solar gain.
In a passive solar building, the masonry walls
and concrete floor slab, with fheir large surface
areas surrounding the living space, provide
great thermal inertia: a measure of how slowly
a mass reacts to temperature change. Heat Is
stored in the mass and is later radiated gently
and evenly Into living spaces. This progressive
release of warmth is one reason why a passive
solar building doesn't require a mechanical
system to distribute stored energy.
Likewise, In an earth-sheltered structure, subgrade masonry areas conduct heat to and
from the relatively constant temperatures of the
earth surrounding the walls. In fact, the ground
around an earth shelter changes temperature
so slowly that areas eight feet (8 ') or more below grade are actually warmer during autumn

and early winter than they are In summer.
What's more, the overall range of this variation
is usually less than 10° F. I call the shielding effect of subgrade construction earth tempering,
because it tends to make interior temperatures
more constant.
Earth tempering and thermal inertia are very
important In direct-gain passive solar homesbuildings where the living areas themselves act
as solar collectors. Direct-gain homes are the
simplest form of passive solar construction and
are considered cost-effective by agencies such
as the Farmers Home Administration (FmHA),
making them eligible for governmental lowcost mortgages; however, they can get too
warm on sunny winter days. In the type of buildIng we're considering, though, daytime overheating is mitigated by the effects of thermal
mass and earth tempering. Furthermore, windows can be opened to lower the indoor air
temperature, making the interior more comfortable, without preventing the exposed mason-
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ry areas from absorbing radiant solar energy
and storing It for nighttime heating. Thus the cycles of heat movement in the walls and the
earth outside stabilize a structure's tendency
not only to cool off at night but also to heat up
during the day.
All exposed (unbermed) exterior walls must
be insulated around the outside of the structure
to protect the thermal mass from outdoor tem·
perature variations. This layer of insulation will
continue below the surface of th'e berming to
a depth where there's only a small temperature
fluctuation. In this way the house in effect traps
a portion of the earth's crust to use to augment
its built-in thermal inertia. This is a very cost·
effective way to Increase the thermal inertia ot
small homes. As you go further below grade,
temperatures become more stable in a range
closer to what most people consider to be the
comfortable living range; therefore, less Insu·
lation is needed to achieve minimal heat loss
from the building . So, by insulating around the
outside of the structure, you can get double use
from your building's materials: They're used
both for structure ar,<j for thermal storage. Also,
the earth against the structure provides a great
deal of thermal Inertia tor the building .
Because its walls and roof are protected from
direct contact with the atmosphere, an earth·
sheltered building can get by with less insulation than an aboveground building. Heat loss
through any medium, including Insulation, Is by
transfer of energy from rapidly vibrating warm
molecules to slowly vibrating cool ones. In con·
ventional construction, once energy reaches
the exterior surface, it's drawn off by moving ai r
molecules. In the meantime, as the wind moves

against the outside ot the walls and roof, carrying away heat, energy transfer continues
through the building's wall materials.
This windchill factor is one reason that I find
superlnsulation necessary only for homes built
above grade or for the exposed portions of
earth·sheltered homes. The subgrade walls and
root of an earth-sheltered house are protected
from moving air molecules, so heat transfer is
dramatically reduced . As a result, energy absorbed by earth-sheltered masonry walls tends
to be reflected back into the building when the
inside air Is cooler than the walls. Thus the temperature gradient in the masonry mass fluctuates back and forth through the daily cycle,
with the mass absorbing heat during the day
and releasing its warmth at night. In fact,
12-inch-thlck (12") walls are massive enough to
require at least eight hours for a temperature
change on one side to be cqmpletely transmitted to the other side.
To sum up the thermal advantages of
earth-sheltered construction, based on the
physical principles of heat movement, an earth
shelter [1] has greatly reduced Internal temperature fluctuations because of thermal inertia;
[2] is exposed to fairly constant (and close fo
comfortable) subgrade femperatures; [3] takes
advantage of the earth's crust to further increase thermal mass and inertia; and [4] isn 't
exposed to energy-robbing air currents moving
against Its outer skin. Thus we have a design
with an inherenfly low heating and cooling
load-an energy-conservative strategy that allows us to depend, often exclusively, on solar
radiation for heating and on earth tempering
for cooling.

FLOOR PLAN
How do you organize a house to accept and
store the heat of the sun during winter? How do
you ensure that it won't have hot spots and uncomfortably cold areas? The basic principle
behind planning a direct-gain passive solar
dwelling Is to allow solar radiation to reach
each major room and to provide each of those
spaces with sufficient absorption area . Because
it would be impractical to have direct sunlight
reach all the rooms in the house, you should
start your floor plan by deciding which areas
are most Important for comfort.
The simplest way to do this is to divide the
house Into three zones: the front zone, along the
south-facing window wall; the middle zone,
down the center of the house; and the rear
zone, along the retaining wall. Each zone has

its own characteristics, and once they're defined , you'll be able to allot functions to them .
First draw a zone maR of your proposed house.
Figure 4.3 shows an example of a zone map for
a plan parallel to a south-facing slope.
Now draw what is called a balloon diagram
showing the uses you wish to relegate to each
zone . This is the design phase of your plann ing.
Most architects develop a floor plan through
trial and error, working within the following
parameters:
• Try to imagine the appearance of interior
spaces; make them pleasant.
• A simple floor plan is easier to buiJd and
therefore less expensive.
• Locate storage areas where they will be
needed.
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• Arrange simple service (plumbing and electrical) runs.
• Reduce circulation areas (hails, entries, etc.)
as much as possible.
• Avoid circulation through main areas and
work areas as much as possible.

• Remember the limitations of your structural
system and size your rooms accordingly.
• If your backup heating Includes a woodstove,
place It near the center of the building.
• Be aware of how planning affects the exterior appearance of your home.

FIG 4_3
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From the balloon diagram you can develop
your floor plan. The floor plan should clearly
show your home's structure, its masonry mass,
Its Insulating envelope, and the complete dimensions of all spaces, doors, windows, fittings,
fixtures, and built-in storage and cabinetry. By
drawing successive floor plans you'll be able
to develop your ideas and evaluate your
home's characteristics before you spend money on construction. As an exercise, let's evaluate one of my standard plans (shown on page
44), the Sun Cottage, so you can see how design decisions were made and the reasoning
behind placement of plan elements.
In the Sun Cottage, major spaces in the front
zone are considered to be the living/dining
area and the bedrooms. Circulation is confined
to the middle zone and the area labeled
"Hall." Service and storage areas are placed

in the rear zone. Major spaces are placed in
the front since they are the most often inhabited areas of the home and therefore have the
greatest need for natural ventilation, view, and
solar heating. The circulation area fills the middle zone, which provides easy access to all the
rooms. This area is easi Iy heated by contact
with the front zone, so It doesn't need its own
heating. Service and storage areas are located in the rear zone for several reasons: These
spaces are small, so they fit easily between the
buttresses of the retaining wall (the structural
system); they don't require natural ventilation
or a view; and they're seldom occupied for extended periods, so they don't require heating.
The service runs are organized in a simple
fashion along the rear wall of the building and
therefore don't interfere with the living areas in
the front zone.

SECTION: EAST-WEST"
For houses that are deep on the north-south
. axis, it's often advisable to raise the south wall
above the eight-foot (8') level to form a solar
cler~story. The slanting ceiling will allow rays
of winter sunlight to penetrate to the rear of the
bu\ldlng. This will reduce the need for a heat
distribution system to get heat back Into the
building and will give an open, raised-ceiling
effect to the front zone interior spaces. To prevent solar gain from causing the house to overheat in summer, however, you'll need to incorporate shading eaves over the south-facing
windows.
Two factors are important in calculating the

dimensions of shading overhangs for the 9'azi!J..g on the south side: the distance that the overhang projects from the wall and the distance
from the underside of the overhang to the top
of the window to be shaded. These two distances can be expressed as an overhanglength to separation-distance ratio that will allow either distance to be altered to suit your
needs. For houses in middle latitudes, using the
insulation and earth-sheltering values I recommend, with glazing area equal to 15 to 20 percent (15% to 20%) of the floor area, the following ratios between the overhang length and
the separation distance apply:

OVERHANG/SEPARATION RATIOS
North Latitude

Overhang/Separation Ratio

35°
36°
37°
38°
39°
40°
41°
42°
43°

0.75
0.78
0.81
0.84
0.87
0.90
0.93
0.97
1.00
1.04
1.07

44°
45°
These ratios will provide complete Illumination of glazing from about the beginning of
October until the end of March. By June, pro-

tection from direct radiation will be complete.
To increase the effect of summer shading for
latitudes with high summer cooling loads, the
PAGE 39
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IV PLANNING

,

relationship of the separation distance to the
height of the window should be increased. This
will, of course, also result in a longer overhang .
By our choosing large areas for the front zone,
sunlight can reach the living center of the
home directly. In direct-gain architecture, the
windows form the required solar aperture, and
the floors and walls of the front zone rooms form
the absorber and storage area . The larger this
area, the less need there will be for mechanical air distribution. Many solar homes resort to
rock piles or tanks of water to increase thermal
Inertia, but both of these almost always requ ire

mechanical distribution systems to equalize interior temperatures. We hope to avoid this complexity through planning .
Thus far, the course of reasoning should lead
you to use high ceilings near the south-facing
window wall. These will slope down across the
circulation area and to conventional height
over service areas. To my mind, the appearance of the rooms using this approach seems
appropriate architecturally and, when combined with the requirements of successful solar
design, confirms the space locations in the balloon diagram.

ELEVATION: NORTH-SOUTH
It's best to locate the entrance at one end of
the house to allow plenty of space for planting
on the front and to provide privacy for the
major living and sleeping areas. It would be a
shame to have to draw shades for privacy during the Important solar gain hours of the day.
The outside appearance of your home will also be affected by the Implementation of passive solar features and earth sheltering. There's
that large overhang that protects the south-facing glazing from summertime sunlight. Landscaping terraced up around the ends, along
with vegetation on the roof, will soffen the lines

of the house and create a sympathetic relationship with nature. Once the landscaping is
done, the building will seem to grow from the
earth . If you choose to use wood trim, including the eave, this harmonious effect will be further enhanced . Many different treatments can
be applied over the Insulation on the exposed
portions of the walls. You might decide to use
vertical or horizontal siding of wood, vinyl, or
enameled metal, or you could trowel on a resilient stucco to create a textured, colorfast wall
that contrasts with the eave trim and structural
frame.
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CHAPTER V

CODES AND STANDARDS
Though there are still a few parts of the country where building codes are nonexistent or unentorced, most of you will have to obtain a
building permit in order to begin construction
of your home, and once you've finished the
house, you'll also have to get a certificate of
occupancy.
Building permits in rural areas are often granted without submission of drawings. However, in
all likelihood you'll at least be asked how large
a house you intend to build, and you may be
asked to submit a site plan, approved by the
local health department, noting the location
and size of the drain field and septic tank . In
suburban areas, house plans are usually required for building permit applications; the
drawings will be reviewed by the building official to see whether the proposed dwelling will
comply with the building code. In urban areas,
your plans may have to be approved by a
licensed architect in order to get a building
permit.
Whether or not a building official checks your
site during construction, he probably will inspect your completed house to ensure that it's
been built in accordance with the code. Only
then will you be granted your certificate of occupancy. To avoid delay and embarrassment,

check your plans before you start work to be
sure that they meet the stipulations of the building code in force in your area.
In order to obtain financing either from government agencies or from commercial lenders
such as banks and savings and loan associations, you'll almost certainly have to submit
house plans. The loan officer win evaluate these
to see whether they meet the Minimum Property
Standards (MPS) published by the Department
of Housing and Urban Development (HUD). All
government agencies that lend money to
homeowners-including the Veterans' Administration (VA), the Federal Housing Authority (FHA),
and the Farmers Home Administration (FmHA)use HUD's standards, and commercial lenders
refer to them too.
It's important, therefore, to examine your plan
according to the stipulations contained in the
MPS. In the next few paragraphs, I'll review the
major design provisions of the MPS, as well as
those contained in the Building Official's &
Code Administrator's (BOCA) Code. If you wish
to check your plan in detail, you can purchase
copies of your local building code from your
county building department; copies of the MPS
are often available for review at the nearest
FmHA office.

FLOOR PLAN CODES
These standards regulate room size according to the number of bedrooms in the dwelling.
Not only do they set minimum square footages,
but they also indicate minimum dimensions for
major rooms. as shown in Figure 5.1. The building code also sets minimum natural light and
ventilation requirements for all inhabited
rooms. Ten percent (10%) of the floor area is the
lowest permitted square footage of glazing,
and half of that area must be capable of being opened. Inhabited rooms are defined as living, dining, and bedroom areas. Naturally,
good passive solar design wiil far exceed these
minimum glazing requirements.
Natural light and ventilation are optional in
service areas-which are defined as kitchen,
PAGE 46

laundry, and bathroom areas. When windows
aren't provided in these service areas, however, mechanical ventilation is required . This
may consist of a standard bathroom exhaust
fan ducted to the exterior and a standard ducted fume hood over the stove in the kitchen .
These tons must be capable of changing the
air in the space every 12 minutes. Calculate the
cubic footage in the room and divide by 12 to
determine the cubic foot per minute (CFM) rating you need. Other areas in the home, such
as circulation space and storage areas, need
not have windows or mechanical exhaust fans.
In the Sun Cottage, the plan which we discussed in Chapter IV, the fans required for service areas actually provide important venti la-
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__________________________________________________________________

tlon for the entire home. During the most humid
parts of summer, warm, vapor-laden air contacting cool, earth-bermed walls could cause
moisture problems. The exhaust fans prevent
condensation from taking place by maintainIng air movement. By placing acrylic, domestyle skylights In the bathroom, the laundry, and
near closets you can use natural light to Inhibit
bacterial growth-the source of that musty
smell associated with closets and baths. Plastic Is the best glazing choice for these skylights,
because It transmits the ultraviolet portion of the

sun's spectrum-the type of light that kills bacteria. Of course, skylights will also save you from
using electric lights during the day.
Building codes also require a means of
egress (escape) from each bedroom In case of
emergency. Living areas must also have exits
through an exterior door. Egress from bedrooms
may either be through doors or through windows that open to the outside. Because these
exits must be accessible to children and older
people, their dimensions and height above the
floor are also controlled, as shown In Figure 5.2.
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SERVICE CODES
The National Electrical Code requires that
110-volI, duplex electrical outlets be located
not more than 12 leet (12') apart along any wall
and not more than six feet (6 ' ) Irom any doorway. Countertop-helght outlets are required
over each section of kitchen counter. Generally, these fall between the sink and the stove, the
stove and the refrigerator, etc. At least one outlet, with a ground laull connection and reset,
is required in each bathroom . Lights are required in each service and circulation space.
In bedrooms, a wall oullet controlled by a
switch near the bedroom door may be installed
instead of a light switched on and oil from beside the door. In addition, an exterior, weatherproof outlet is required on the outside 01 the
building.
A good way to design the electrical service
lor your home is to imagine yourself entering
PAGE 48

the front door and moving through the house.
Place switches and outlets as you would need
them for normal activities, and then check this
placement against these requirements. Figures
5.1 and 5.3 Illustrate these and other minimum
service requirements.
The building code requires that a conventional heating system be installed, even if you're using passive solar design. And, unfortunately, the
code doesn't recognize wood or other alternative energy systems as acceptable. In order to
conform to building code or to obtain a loan
for construction of your home, you should complete a Manual J heat gain and loss calculation, as described in Appendix A. You'll then
have to choose a traditional heating system
that's capable of meeting the building's heat
loss requirements .
Because your passive solar, earth-tempered
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home should require next to no auxiliary heat,
I suggest that you Install electric baseboard
units as the backup system to meet code requirements. They're easy and Inexpensive to Install, can be placed efficiently, and require no
periodic maintenance or Inspection even If

they're turned on after long periods of nonuse.
You're taking care and spending money to be
sure that your house will require very little heat
beyond what the sun supplies, so why pay a lot
more to Install a standard heating system that
you'll hardly ever use?
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CONSTRUCTION CODES
If your house Is earth sheltered, Its structure
must be designed to support both the snow
load (see Appendix A) calculated for your area
and a traffic load of 100 pounds per square foot
In addition to the dead weight of wet earth and
gravel. I recommend eight Inches (8") of loamy
topsoH mixed with peat moss or manure, over
four Inches (4") of sand for drainage, to achieve
one foot (1') of total depth of earth sheltering.
I've found this to be the optimum compromise
between low weight and the cover necessary
to support vegetation suited to the site. Though
greater cover would offer a small Improvement
In thermal performance, the great Increase In

loading and the attendant rise In the cost and
complexity of the structure simply don't justify
the additional expenditure of time and effort
that would be required.
Even at this load level the structural requirements, Including the lateral loads of the earth
against subgrade retaining walls, exceed
code earthquake specifications. Likewise, the
amounts of Insulation necessary to protect the
structural mass from exterior temperature variations exceed code requirements. Thus your
home should easily meet these aspects of the
regulations. It will be structurally sound and remain easy to heat and cool.
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CHAPTER VI

CONSTRUCTION SEQUENCE
=============================================~
SITE SELECTION

For most people, choosing a site on which to build a house ac·
tually comes before making the decision on ju st what type 01
house to build. This is usually because the property is already
owned or because there's a limited selection of land on the mar·
keto If you're considering building an earth·sheltered house,
however, the site wi ll have to meet certain prerequisites. Among
the qualifications d iscussed in Chapter I are proper slope, soil
type, dra in age , and sol ar access.

SITING

Even before settling on a final house plan, you should roughly
sta ke out your building site to ensure that the solar orientation,
slope , access, water supply, sewerage, etc ., wi ll b e feasible. This
preliminary step should indica te the general size and shape of
the house, and other siting steps should inc lude approval from
the appropriate authorities of a septic drain field (if applicable)
and assurance that the location and plan 01 the house wi ll meet
zoning req uire ments.

BUDGET
DETERMINA TlON

Yo u'll need to a nalyze the development costs carefully, as out·
lined in Chapter II. The fund s that you have available will de·
termine the size and scope of the plan you're abl e to execute.

PLANNING

With accurate cost figu res in hand, you can go ahead to develop
a plan based on you r needs, wants, and means. Some of the prin·
ciples of house design were explained in Chapter III. Time devot·
ed to planning wi ll help you avoid mistakes when you actually
start bu il ding.

EXCAVATION

Cut a ledge into the hillside for your earth·tempered home, leav·
ing adequate access space around the proposed looting. area.

LINING OUT

Carefully layout the boundaries of your house on the floor of the
excavation. Use either a builder's level or triangulation and a
sp irit level to ma ke sure that the strings marking the boundaries
are square and level. Erect batter boards at each corner.

TRENCHING

Cut trenches or build forms for the concrete footings.

FOOTINGS

Place reinforcing rod in the trenches and pour the footing s.

FIRST BLOCK COURSE

Lay the first block course (or pour the concrete wa lls) onto the
footing .
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The construction sequence of an earthsheltered house generally follows that of conventional construction. However, the materials
and methods are somewhat different, so a listing of the steps may be helpful. Once you have

an understanding of the concepts of earth-sheltered construction, you'll be able to use the
Construction Sequence Chart (Figure 6.1 on
pages 52 and 53) to guide you through the
building of your home.

f.========================================~
'L

r
r

r

BASE COURSE
AND SLAB

Place the subfloor services, fill In with the base course, position
the vapor barrier and reinforcement, and pour the slab.

WALLS AND
IN-WALL SERYICES

Build the masonry walls and lintels. Reinforce and grout the block
cavities in retaining walls. Form, reinforce, and pour belt beams
where required. As you go, position services that will be integrated into the masonry and place anchorage bolts for the tog
p-Iates or roof structure.

FRAME AND ROOF

Install the .structural frame and roofdeck.
-

SERVICES

Install services through the roof deck unless they were cast into
a concrete roof deck. Main service lines can be run along the
outside of the rear wall and above the roof deck, which can be
punched or drilled through to place fixtures. Insulation and
waterproofing will be placed over these lines.

DOOR AND WINDOWS

Install all exterior doors and windows.

INSULATION AND
WATERPROOFING

Insulate around the outside of the masonry envelope, and waterproof over the Insulation on the roof and subgrade areas down
to the bottom of the footings.

DRAINAGE AND
BACKFILL

Set the foundation drain around the footing bottom, and backfill the bermed areas. Rough grade all around the house.

PARTITIONS AND
DECORATION

Complete the interior plan with partitions and doors. Apply
resilient stucco to interior and exposed exterior walls. Finish the
trim inside and out, and install cabinetry, fixtures, fittings, flooring, and hardware.

EARTH SHELTERING
AND LANDSCAPING

Place a layer of sand on the roof to ensure good drainage. Mix
topsoil saved from the original excavation with manure or peat
moss and place this mixture on top of the sand layer on the roof
and on disturbed areas around the walls. Complete the landscaping with patios, driveway, landscaping walls, gardens, terracing, and plantings to stabilize earth-sheltered and sloping
areas.
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FIG. 6.1
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CHAPTER VII

1.

FOOTING, FOUNDATION,
AND FLOOR SLAB

l
l

The most crucial stage of construction on any
building Is proper measurement, especially
during the early steps. Errors made then will
prove very costly later If manufactured Itemssuch as doors, windows, and cabinetry-fail to
slip exactly Into the spaces allotted for them.
What's more, If you've chosen to build your
house by fitting a structural kit Into a masonry
shell, It's even more Important to pay careful attention to what the tape measure has to say. So,
don't rush Into trenching or pouring concrete
until you're absolutely sure of the dimensions
you've laid out on the ground.
This Is also your last opportunity to recheck
and adjust your future home's location and orientation. Be absolutely certain that you have
room for services, access, and future expansion. Ensure that the present construction or
later additions won't encroach on any setback
requirements on your lot. Check to be sure that
your planned floor elevation will allow for
proper waste-pipe slope to the location of your

septiC tank or sewer connection, and keep In
mind that the excavation depth Itself will be
eight Inches (8") below floor level. The bottom
should be as flat as possible, but with a slight
slope toward the front to prevent water from
standing when (not If) rainy weather occurs durIng construction.
Most contractors line out (building lingo for
layout with a string or line) a structure by placIng batter boards where the corners will be. The
top of an earth shelter's footing, however, will
be some distance below grade. So, to allow
room for batter boards, a work area for waterproofing operations, and space for the foundation drain, you'll need to excavate an extra two
feet (2') of width right around the outSide perimeter of the house.
Although the excavation Itself can be dug according to stakes set with fairly rough measurements, lining out the footings Is the time to
muster all your accuracy. A builder's level (and
someone who knows how to use it) provides the

FIG. 7.1
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best results, but if that's not feasible, you can
get by with some wood scraps, a ball of mason's twine, a carpenter's spirit level , and a
100-foot measuring tape.
Use the process of triangulation to ensure that
your foundation layout is square. Pythagoras,
a Greek philosopher, discovered that the
square of the long side of a triangle, the other
two sides of which are perpendicular, is equal
to the sum of the squares of those other two
sides. In building, we usually work with what is
known as the "3-4-5 triangle," simply because
it's so easy to measure.
To line out a foundation using 3-4-5 triangulation, set a stake with a nail in its top at one
corner of your p roposed structure . From thi s
stake, measure two sides of the house, eyeball
a perpendicular corner, lightly set stakes at the
two new corners, and stretch twine along the
sides. Now check the squareness of the right angie by marking the intersecting lines at points

three feet (3 ' ) down one string and four feet (4 ' )
down the other. The distance between these
two marks should be exactly five feet (5 ' ). To
achieve greater accuracy, try working with a
6-8-10 triangle-or any other multiple of 3-4-5.
Continue the lining out process by staking the
fourth corner and rechecking the triangulation;
the process is time consuming , but don't rush!
Once you're satisfied with the layout' s squareness, level the stakes by checking along the
string runs with the spirit level and adjusting the
corner heights.
Batter boards are simply framework s, set beyond the original lining-out stakes so they're out
at the foundation area, from which lines can be
stretched to indicate either trench sides or centers. When you stretch the strings, check their
alignment with your stake tops, and then be
sure to double-check the measurements before
you start to do any digging. This precautionary
step is worth your time.

FORMING FOOTINGS
If your excavation was fairly level to start with,
and the soil is stable , you may be able to dig
the trench for the footings right into the exposed
subsoil. Most people prefer to hire a backhoe
to do the job. The machine saves a 101 of backbreaking labor and can cut trenches with
smooth, vertical, accurate sides in one motion .
The backhoe also leaves a sound, flat trench
bottom . Even if you 're just supervising the operation, check from the lines to be certain that
the footings are the correct depth. The bottom
is normally eight inches (8 ") deep, or 16 inches

FIG,7.2

(16 ") below floor level, but it may be deeper under door thresholds or where there is no berming, since the bottom of the footing must be below the frost line. Still, any unnecessary depth
or w idth will just waste concrete. Digging will
force you to remove the original stakes , so the
lines stretched between the batter boards will
end up marking the building's outline.
If trenching isn't appropriate for your soil type,
you'll have to form footings on the excavation
floor with braced and anchored 2 X 8's. In this
case, your floor level will be 16 inches (16 ")
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above the excavation bottom, and your base
course (we'll get Into that in a few more paragraphs) will be 12 inches (12") deep. Not only
will this raise the final elevation of your house,
but It'll also alter the quantity of materials necessary to bed the concrete slab properly.
Whether you trench or form up for your footings, their width will be determined by the type
of wall you use. Both eight-Inch (8") poured concrete and eight-Inch (8") block walls can be set
on 16-lnch-wlde (16") footers, but 12" blockwhich may be called for because of earth
stresses-should be laid on a 24-lnch-wlde (24")
footing. Also, if you plan to use structural masonry interior walls or a post-and-beam frame,
you'll have to prepare footings for those members. The footings for Interior walls should be
prepared In the same fashion as were those for
exterior walls. Concrete post pads, for tlmberframe construction, are shown in Figure 7.4 on
page 57.
The reinforcement for the footings consists of
steel ladders made from wire and one-half-Inch
(1/2") reinforcing rod, as shown In Figure 7.2.
You can make a jig to bend the steel by
pounding stout nails Into the top of a bench or
a well-anchored large sawhorse, as shown in
Figure 7.3.
Once you've fabricated your ladders, clean
the trench out thoroughly and set the assemblies in so they ride three Inches (3") off the bottom. You can arrange this either by making
legs from short pieces of rod or by placing rocks

or brick fragments under the steel. Before the
footings are poured, you'll also need to wire
three-quarter-inch (3/4") vertical starter bars
every 16 inches (16") along the footings, to connect the walls to the footings. (Vertical bars for
concrete post pads should be made from 3/4"
rebar.) If you bend "feet" Into three-foot-Iong
(3') pieces, it will be easy to wire them to the
ladders. In any event, there should be about 24
inches (24") of starter bar extending upward.
Make sure that these rods will fall where the
block cores will be by measuring from the outside corners or laying a temporary row of
blocks next to the footing trench.
If you're using oak posts to support a heavy
timber roof, insert a three-quarter-Inch (3/4") bar
In the center of each 2' X 2' post pedestal foundation. This will stick up through the core of the
block pedestal and will act as a dowel to position and anchor each post. Footings for chimneys and posts must be equal in depth to the
rest of the house footings. Post footings must be
reinforced wtth four half-inch (1/2") (No.4) bars
wired In a square. Chimney footings must have
half-Inch (1/2") (No.4) bars on one-foot (1')
centers. All reinforcement should be positioned
to elevate It three Inches (3") above the bottom
of the footings.
Most counties require that a local building official Inspect your job site before concrete Is
poured or any backfilling is done. Check to find
out what examinations are necessary, and give
the Inspector several days' notice.

FIG. 7.3
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Now measure the actual dimensions of your
footings, and figure out how many cubic feet
of concrete will be needed to fill them. Since
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concrete is ordered by the cubiC yard, divide
the cubiC footage by 27 to arrive at your order.
Ask for a 2,500 PSI (pounds per square inch) mix,
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and once you determine when the truck will arrive, be sure to have several helpers on hand
to help place material In areas that may be out
of reach of the truck and Its chute.
As the concrete flows Into the trenches, rod
(stir) It with a shovel to disperse the "mud" In the
trench and remove air bubbles. When doing
this, be careful not to dislodge the reinforcement. Compare the footing's top with the lines,

and move material so that the surface is eight
Inches (8") below where the floor will be and
is flat and level. The concrete can be patted
level with a wooden trowel, but It need not be
finished smooth. While the mix Is stili pliable,
make sure that the starter bars are stili properly located, vertical, and projecting about 18
inches (18") above the footing. Any needed adjustment must be made without delay.

FIG. 7.4
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The first course of block (or the foundation
wall) makes an excellent form for the slab pour,
so you can go ahead and lay one row down
over the starter bars and Into a mortar bed. As
you lay the block, take this opportunity to correct any fluctuations in the footing by adjusting
the thickness of the mortar bed. This will ensure
that the walls will be square, straight, and level.
If there's any chance that water may become
trapped underneath the slab, from a rising water table or an undisclosed spring, leave out the
mortar In the vertical joints on the front foundation row. The gaps will allow water to flow out
from beneath the building and prevent pressure from developing under the slab.
If you're building with a timber frame, concrete post pedestals should be slipped down
over the three-quarter-Inch (3/4") steel bars that
stick up from the post footings that you poured,
as shown In Figure 7.4. These post pedestals
may consist of 8-lnch-square (8") blocks placed
over the rods and filled with grout. The 3/4" rods

will serve as dowels to secure the posts.
At this point, large subfloor services (such as
warm-air ducts and waste pipes) should be
roughed In. To withstand settlement forces, use
sleeves made from a larger diameter pipe
where plumbing runs must pass through foundation walls. Seal these joints carefully with
oakum.
To position the plumbing lines accurately,
mark the partition locations on the perimeter
string lines, and use additional strings to cross
over pipe centers. When the pipes are In place,
put temporary caps on the openings to prevent
dirt or concrete from getting Into them.
A porous layer beneath the slab is needed
both to provide drainage, thereby preventing
groundwater from exerting pressure on the underside of the concrete, and to form a cushion
that prevents cracks that could be caused by
unequal bearing pressure during differential
settlement. To form this base course, spread four
inches (4")-or 12 inches (12"), If your footings
PAGE 57
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are set on top of the excavation-of gravel or
riverbed sand Inside the foundation walls.
Smooth the surface of this layer, and level It according to chalk lines snapped halfway up the
block foundation course. This will leave the required four Inches (4") for the slab from the top
of the base course to the upper edge of the
blockwork.
Once the base course is prepared, lay down
heavy-duty polyethylene to form a vapor barrier. Overlap the Joints between sheets by at
least six inches (6"). Turn the plastic up at the
walls and trim it to fit, securing the edge temporarily with a bead of mastic or sealant just
below floor level. As you're positioning the
"poly," be sure to leave some slack so that the
sheets won't be stretched when the concrete Is
poured.

Now secure the vapor barrier to the walls by
nailing four-Inch-deep construction Joint filler,
such as Homasote 0300, to the block with concrete nails. See that the tops of these strips are
level with the floor, because they'll be used to
screed (even out and smooth) the slab. This construction joint Is particularly Important In our
passive solar design, since it will allow the slab
to expand under the heat of the sun without putting lateral pressure on the walls. It also ensures
that the slab won't hang up along the edges
and crack during settlement.
The slab reinforcement consists of No. 10-10,
6" X 6" welded-wire mesh suspended two
inches (2") above the vapor barrier with brick
fragments, stones, or hardware called high
chairs (see Figure 7.5). These serve to support
the wire mesh, as shown below.
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Be very careful unrolling the wire. It's all too
easy to tear the vapor barrier or cut yourself on
the springy, sharp mesh. This Is a nasty job, and
you should wear gloves and goggles.
Carefully measure the cubiC yardage of concrete needed to form the four-Inch-thick (4")

slab, and order a 2,500 PSI mix for all the Interior areas. If you'll be pouring any decks, walkways, or driveways, ask for 3,500 PSI concrete
for those areas. Also, don't forget to notify the
Inspector of your Impending pour. Dry concrete
is unforgiving, and changes are costly.

CONCRETE FINISHING
You'll need help to get the slab poured and
finished, and I'd suggest that you find or hire
two laborers and a finisher for the day. Concrete finishing Is an art: Sure, almost anyone
can prepare a base for tile, but it takes experience to prepare an exposed slab such as the
one used In a passive solar design. Good finishers are well worth their wagesl
Outfit yourself In heavy pants and waterproof

boots, and place the concrete as evenly as
possible, using water only when It's necessary
to get the mix to flow through the reinforcing
mesh. Vibrate the concrete until It's a workable
mass by shoveling and by shaking the reinforcIng wire with a hook made of rebar. When you
begin to get the surface close to level, you and
a helper can screed the slab with a long,
straight board worked back and forth in short
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strokes. The other worker can move concrete
from the high spots to the low ones with a shovel. Screedlng Is very tiring work, so you'll probably want tq trade off frequently. Once the slab
Is level, the finisher will smooth the surface with
a steel trowel. At this time, iron oxide powder
or some other Integral coloring may be added
If your slab will be your finished floor.
Keep the slab damp and cool for several
days after the Initial set by sprinkling it with a
hose or placing straw or a plastic sheet on top,

and protect the concrete from freezing as It
cures. If the concrete dries too quickly or
freezes, It will shrink unevenly and crack or
craze. The most critical time Is during the first
seven days when the slab is stili considered to
be "green." You should also avoid setting
heavy objects on It or exposing It to wear during that period. After a slow cure of 28 days, the
concrete will reach Its full compressive strength
of 2,500 PSI, and this period should not be cut
short or Its importance underestJmated.
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CHAPTER VIII

THE WALLS

It's finally time to get started with the threedimensional fun, beginning with the construction of the masonry or concrete retaining wall
shell of the structure. Because of the tremendous lateral forces the earth exerts against below-grade walls, this is one of the most crucial
stages of planning and construction: You must
carefully follow the provisions of your building
code for constructing both bearing and retaining walls.

To give an example of the magnitude of these
forces, the sideways pressure on a retaining
wall with eight-foot-deep (8') backfill against it
is 320 pounds per square foot at floor level! So,
beware of contractors or others who claim that
you're overbuilding the structure of your dwelling. Many of them will never have built this far
belowground, and the chance of a cracked
and leaking wall isn't one you want to take with
your home.

CHOOSING METHODS AND MATERIALS
If your building site is near an urban area, you
may have a choice of materials for your walls.
Look in the yellow pages under the various listings for concrete and concrete contractors to
see if there's a company that rents forms. In locations where prefabricated metal forms are
available for rental, pouring a solid concrete
wall will probably be less expensive than building with concrete blocks. In any case, a poured
wall will be stronger and more waterproof than
will a masonry one. What's more, with a poured
wall, only an eight-inch (8") thickness is required
for subgrade portions as opposed to 12 inches
[12"] of masonry wall. The sides will be smooth
(or in a brick pattern molded by the appropriate metal formwork), making them easier to
waterproof and paint than blockwork. There is,
however, less reinforcing steel required in a
block wall, as shown by Figures 8.1 and 8.2.
Most companies that do this sort of work will
quote for pouring both the footings and the
walls, since a key must be provided to prevent
the walls from slipping across their footings after backfilling. Of course, the profile of the
poured walls won't follow the roofline on the
east or west ends. Instead, they will be eight
feet (8') high (to the top of the forms), and you'll

build timber and plywood triangles on top of
the concrete to provide a slope for the roof.
A third construction option is to dry-stack
block to form the walls. This involves using a specially formulated fiberglass-augmented cement troweled on both sides of a concrete
block wall that has been laid up without mortar. As was the case with poured concrete, drystacking produces smooth, water-resistant
surfaces that are easy to paint and seal.
However, just as in normal block construction,
retaining walls must be reinforced and alternate block cavities must be filled with concrete
grout. If you don't feel that you have the skill to
build a mortared block wall, you can save a
mason's salary by using this technique, since
anyone can drystack. On the other hand, some
of those savings will be absorbed in purchasing the more expensive fiberglass cement.
If you decide to use dry-stacked walls, be sure
to follow the manufacturer's directions when
mixing and applying the fiberglass cement. Also, carefully maintain true courses by using
small shims between uneven blocks. lightweight blocks will help you keep the walls even,
because their dimensions are more uniform
than those of heavier concrete blocks.

STRUCTURE
Standard building code carefully restricts the
length of an unbraced wall to 12 feet (12'), in
any situation where backfill will be more than
PAGE 60

four feet (4') above floor level. This means you
must provide a cross wall or buttress every 12
feet (12') along the rear wall of the home.
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FIG. 8.1
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Whether they're built from concrete or mason·
ry, these buttresses must be linked by reinforc·
ing steel to the wall itself and serve to
counteract the force of earth piled on the out·
side of the wall. Such earth Is called unbal·
anced fill In the code, and its push tries to tip
the wall over.
Other construction techniques can help con·
tribute the strength necessary to resist such
stresses. For example, have you ever noticed
that it is much harder to push someone over
trom behind than it Is from the front? That's be·
cause a person's feet sticking out in front coun·
teract the force from the rear. For this reason,
the rear wall of an earth·sheltered building
should be built on the outer edge of its footing.
This will help the wall resist lateral forces due
to backfilling , since the starter bars projecting
from the footing tie the wall and footing togeth·

J(

l~ I(

rt?t? TIIjU

er, forming a concrete version of a foot and leg.
Thus the sideways force of unbalanced fill
would have to lift the entire wall to push it over.
As you can see, the actual weight ot the wall
and roof (equivalent to a person 's torso and
head) help stabilize an earth shelter's structure.
Special reintorcement is also required for reo
taining walls where unbalanced fill exceeds
tour teet (4 ' ) in depth. Other walls (such as the
south one and, perhaps, the east and west)
need not be reintorced, although it is good
practice to use Durawal" , a weblike lateral
reintorcing, in every third course. However,
don 't put Durawal" in retaining walls, as it will
get in the way ot the vertical steel and grout·
ing required for their reinforcement. Finally, if
you're building in California or Alaska (earth·
quake country), treat all walls as If they were reo
taining walls .
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UP GO THE BLOCK
If you're using solid concrete, the footings will
be 16 inches (16") wide, but the 12-inch-thick
(12") blockwork I'm going to describe here will
require the 24-inch-wide (24") supports described in Chapter VII. End walls, bearing partitions, and the front wall will be centered on
their footings, because unbalanced fill at these
locations is normally less than four feet (4')
above floor revel, while the rear wall will be set
to the outer edge, as described previously.
Before you begin, make a story pole from a
straight piece of wood, and mark it clearly at
eight-inch (S") intervals to show block courses.
If you're dry stacking your blocks, use 7-S/S-inch
(7-5/8") intervals. Also, mark windowsill heights,
door and window head elevations, and the bottom and top of the belt beam (more about this
in a few paragraphs). Alternating colors will
help prevent any confusion over which item is
which. Use this pole often as you build, by setting it on the slab against the wall to check
course heights and to remind yourself of all the
openings and features in the wall.
Type-M mortar cement is best for earthsheltered walls, since it's much stronger than
the type-N used for the front wall and the partitions. Mix one (1) part cement to three (3) parts
clean builder's sand, and add clean, clear
water that's free of silt and debris. Use just
enough water to form a workable, puttylike mix.
Avoid preparing either a soupy concoction or

a granular, dry mixture. Lay blocks with fullbedded joints, and scrape the excess mortar
off the inside and outside so that the surfaces
are flat. Don't throw excess mortar into cavities,
as it could block the flow of vertical reinforcing
grout later. Also, don't use reconstituted (remoistened) mortar, because the added water
reduces its strength. And don't lay block or pour
concrete at less than 40°F, since freezing temperatures will inhibit curing.
Starter bars should be sticking out of the footing top (Chapter VII described augmenting this
with one course of block) every 16 inches (16")
along the lines where retaining walls will go.
Carefully layout the first two rows of block over
the starter bars, and mark the locations of the
bars on the side of the wall with a grease pencil so you'll be able to recognize the right cavities in which to insert vertical steel reinforcing
rods later. Eight-inch (S") end walls and buttresses will key into the 12-inch (12") rear wall, so you
should plan on cutting blocks to avoid long vertical joints at these intersections.
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FACING PAGE (above): Starter bars project from
grouted block cavities of the Wallis residence at the
Monroe Institute in Virginia. FACING PAGE (below):
Checking regularly with a four-foot level ensures
that the blockwork is rising evenly.

FIG. 8.2
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VIII THE WALLS
Start each course at the corners, always overlapping blocks so there are no continuous vertical joints, and use a plumb bob to ensure that
the intersections are vertical. A mason's line
should also be nailed up temporarily from corner to corner for each course, to help keep the
wall straight and level. When you reach window or door tops, set precast lintels over the
openings. The lintels should overlap the walls
at least eight inches (8 ") at each end, forming
a bearing surface .
It you plan to use recessed electrical services
in your house, you'll have to choose from the
several options that are available with masonry and concrete construction . The service lateral can be clamped to the outside face of the
wall before waterproofing and backfilling. Then
holes can be formed or punched through walls
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for boxes. In an alternative method for a poured
wall, conduit may be Inserted Into the formwork
and secured, with the boxes in their correct positions, before pouring the concrete. In a block
wall, conduit may be placed In a groove made
in the block webs. Thus it will be mortared in
place in the masonry wall as you bUild. The
mason will chip or cut blocks to fit around
recessed boxes.
The Wallis hame is a two-story residence buill Into
solid rock that had to be blasted away. This Is the
master bath , two levels below grade. Note the proJecting steel tor the link with the second-tloor
masonry and the shored-up lintels. The home was
designed by the author in 1982 with structural engineering by George Allman Jr., P.E.
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Once the walls have reached the point where
the top must be formed and the cores poured,
insert No.6 steel bars Into the marked cavities
in the rear wall and No.4 bars into alternate
cavities of any end walls where the floor is more
than four feet (4') below grade. Position all vertical rods to the Interior side of the cavities so
they're about 7-1/2 Inches (7-1/2") from the exterior block face.
2,500 PSI concrete grout can be poured Into
the cavities directly from the truck chute If you
have a good solid berm behind the house and

FIG. 8.3
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a cooperative driver. Concrete grout has finer
aggregate than normal concrete to prevent
stones from getting caught between the steel
and the cavity walls, and It may be mixed with
more water than usual for ease In filling the
voids. In this case, It's best to avoid a stiff mix,
or the cavity bottoms won't be filled. Too much
water, however, will make the grout too weak.
In any event, have at least one other person on
hand to rod the cavities to ensure complete dispersal of the concrete.
A belt (or bond) beam must be formed
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around the top of all earth-bermed or earthsheltered concrete block walls to tie the block
together. To prepare the beam, create reinforcing cages consisting of four No.4 bars linked
at 16 inches (16") on center (Oe) and anchor
them between 2 X 12 side forms tied together
with wire and braced to the top of the wall. Unless a timber frame is to be constructed above
the walls to support the roof, these forms must
also be built with a slope that conforms to the
roof pitch. To avoid wasting concrete grout, stuff
heavy paper Into the cavities that you wish to

remain hollow, and then fill the beam forms with
3,500. PSI concrete and smooth the top.
Finally, If you plan to build a timber frame
roof rather than a concrete one, embed 3/8" X
10" bolts upside down in the belt beam or the
top of the poured wall, so they project between
two and three Inches (2" and 3"), to act as anchorage for the treated sills. The fasteners
should be eight feet (8') or less OC and no more
than two feet (2') from any corner or end. To
keep them In place during the pour, the bolts
may be wired to the reinforcement.
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It isn't necessary to form a bond beam for the
top of the front wall, on solid concrete walls, or
on an Interior wall. In addition, for end walls you
may lay special U-shaped bond beam blocks
on the top of the wall and place a pair of No.
4 bars, linked In ladder configuration, in the
trough. Also, if you plan to pour a concrete roof
slab, a bond beam won't be required, because
the roof will tie the tops of the walls together.

On an earth-sheltered house, raising the walls
is a particularly Important stage. Getting the
job done porrectly will guarantee years of
security ana assure that the floors will stay dry.
As Is the case In any construction project, the
next step-erecting the roof-supporting structural frame-will put a roof over your head. A
place to work out of the weather Is a real milestone for any builder.
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CHAPTER IX:

STRUCTURAL FRAME
As you advance toward the final construction
stages of your earth-tempered, passive solar
home, the choice of building techniques
broadens considerably. In the last chapter, I
discussed erecting either block or poured concrete walls, but there are at least four good options for the structural frame of your home. A
deck of reinforced concrete may be cast to
form the roof; steel bar joists with concrete or
heavy plywood decking allow earth-sheltered
roofs with long spans; heavy-timber framing
can be set on structural masonry partitions, allowing the use of wooden decking; or a heavytimber, post-and-beam framework of oak may
be used with tongue-and-groove decking to

provide an attractive, rustic interior.
As you consider the design of your roof, bear
in mind that earth sheltering imposes extreme
loads on a structure. Not only must the dead
weight of water-saturated earth (with a possible
surcharge of snow and ice) be considered, but
large live loads, such as animal traffic and the
weight of plantings, must be taken Into account. Engineers plan on a total possible load
of from 230 to 250 pounds per square foot when
figuring earth-sheltered roof capacity, and a
heavier structure such as one with a concrete
slab roof must be designed to carry 250 pounds
per square foot, because of the weight of the
concrete itself.

POUR IT YOURSELF
Spans of cast-in-place concrete roofs are
generally limited to a maximum of 12 feet (12 ' ),
but they aren't as difficult to form properly as
you might imagine. I recommend a product
called Epicore'" II to help owner-builders form
concrete roof slabs. This deeply corrugated,
heavy-gauge metal decking acts as both formwork and slab reinforcement for simple spans.
The exposed metal ceiling can be painted and

has deep grooves for servi ce laterals. During
construction, Epicore'" II can support men and
wet concrete as long as shores (supports) are
placed every six feet (6 '). It can generally span
12 feet (12 ' ) using a six-inch (6") slab reinforced
Epicore~ detoil ot the Wollls residence. Note the
deep ridges to interlock with the concrete deck.

IX STRUCTURAL FRAME

only with wire mesh. This is a pre-engineered
system that's fully documented by the supplier.
As you may recall from the discussion in the
last chapter, the concrete belt beam at the fop
of block walls can be omitted if you use concrete for your roof, because a roof slab acts as
a diaphragm to stabilize the top of the wall. To
link the walls and roof together, bend No. 4 steel
bars so that they span from grouted block cavities into the roof slab as shown in Figure 9.1. As

you position wire mesh, you can also locate
horizontal service runs that you might want to
cast into the slab.
TOP: A steel frame supports the concrete floor over
the bedroom level of the Wallis residence, and Epicore~ spans the concrete-block bearing walls. BOTTOM: The underside of the Eplcore'" decking can be
painted brown to resemble wood .
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LONG SPANS
11 you require a span longer than 12 feet (12')
to accommodate an open Interior, a commercial system may be utilized to span up to 30 feet
(30' 1with earth loadings. Long-span, steel bar
joists can go from the rear wa II to the front facade, where they'll rest on a steel beam sup-

"r,,
£~

ported on steel pipe columns. This method
requires welded connections but allows large
window and door openings along the southern
exposure. The steel joists are generally spaced
on two-foot (2') centers (see Figure 9.2) and must
be sized according to span.
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For most applications, though, you can expect the bar joists to be about 18 inches (18 ")
deep. A thin concrete slab may be cast on corrugated steel or three-quarter-inch (314") plyform decking over these joists. When laying plywood decking, use H-cl i RS and one-si xteenth-i nch (1 11 6") clearance to allow for
expansion between boards.
One prefabricated commercial system that
I recommend is made by Mid-Atlantic Hambr.o"' . The company provides a fully documented, pre-engineered composite joist system that
allows four-foot (4 ' ) spacing with long spans.
The top chord of each joist projects up into the
concrete roof deck, thereby strengthening
each joist and reinforcing the slab. Wire mesh
is the only add itional reinforcem e nt requ ired .
This system is easy for owner-builders to install,
because its hardware ensures proper joist
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spacing. What's more, the three-eighth-inch
(318") plywood used to provide a form for the
deck can be reused after the slab has cured .
Services can run through the joists above the
ceiling that's attached to their bottom chords.
BELOW: The McClain residence, in Madison County,
Virginia, uses bar joists on two-foot centers to span
30 feet. The house faces the Blue Ridge Mountains
to the north but is heated by a solar greenhouse on
the south. RIGHT PAGE: This detail of the Mld-Allantic
Hambro~ System shows joist spacers that will support plywood decking. The spacers and plywood
can be removed aHer the deck is cast.
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TIMBER
If you build your home with load-bearing
masonry partitions, using timber framing for
your earth-sheltered roof is quite simple. For
bearing walls that are 10 feet (10 ' ) apart, use
4" X 8" selected oak beams, on two-foot (2 ' )
centers, from wall to wall. For 12-foot (12 ' ) spans,
use 4" X 10" beams. The beams rest on 2 X 8
treated top plates anchored to the belt beams

ROOr- DECK.

or'--"V-~

by the three-eighth-inch (3/8") I:>olts mentioned
in Chapter VIII. Run a closer along each 2 X 8
treated plate to form the eave overhangs and
to keep noise from going between rooms (as
shown in Figure 9.3). All eave framing can be
of 2 X 10 treated lumber on two-foot (2 ') centers, since this area won't be covered with
earth .
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For roof decking, you can use three-quarterinch (3/4") plyform or treated two-by tongueand-groove boards for appearance. The wood
can be stained or oiled to produce an attractive ceiling. Horizontal service runs may be laid
across the top of the deck, and holes can be
drilled through to place fixtures. Roof insulation
will cover the conduit. This bearing-wall design
provides great thermal inertia, because of the
mass involved in the masonry partitions, but it
does require more material than post-andbeam framing.
If you elect to use a post-and-beam, heavytimber structure, the same roof framing prac-

tices apply, but the beams are let into 8" X 12"
cross beams supported by 8" X 8" posts on
eight-foot (8 ' ) centers. These cross (or main)
beams project beyond the front wall to support
the eave that shelters the south facade. Because oak isn 't generally available in lengths
greater than 16 feet (16 ' ), splices and diagonal
brackets are used to join several members to
form each cross beam. Since the joints are fashioned with pegs, they create the ornamental
and visual Interest of a post-and-beam frame .
Plates, decking, and service provisions for the
post-and-beam frame are the same as those
described for the heavy-timber roof.

FIG. 9.4
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Erecting a post-and-beam frame can be an
exc\1\ng and pleasant experience. You start by
laying out all the pieces for a main beam and
post assembly on the floor to check dimensions
for a proper fit. Any modifications should be
made before you begin putting up the frame.
Next, the post bottoms are drilled for the threequarter-inch (3/4") dowels that connect them to
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the post pads (see Chapter VII), and peg holes
are bored to form tight-fitting jOints. Assemble
each front-to-rear post and cross-beam combination separately, driving the pegs home with
heavy wooden mallets. Neatly coat each concrete post pedestal top and dowel with a termileproof mastic or preservative.
Raise each assembly, called a bent, fitting

IX STRUCTURAL FRAME
the posts over their dowels and placing the rear
beam end onto its rear-wall top plate . This operation is going to take more than one strong
back-oak posts and beams are heavy. A traditional "raising," as post-and-beam assembly is
called, is accompanied by food and drink for
all hands. The picnic should be la id out under
a nearby tree after the frame is finished. With
a crew of four to seven workers, a modest,
single-story raising will make a good morning 's
work. The roof can be decked in the afternoon
by whoever is still willing .
But back to the job at hand. Temporarily
brace the first raised bent in a vertical position,
but don't fasten it to the top plate until the re st
of the bents and beams have been positioned.
Raise and brace the remaining bents, and connect them initially with the beam running
above the front wall. Once the bents are all
linked, the structure can be adjusted with
heavy mallets so that all the remaining beam
ends can be inserted into their pockets in the
main beam . Measure the entire roof to ensure
lhal it's square and slopes evenly before na iling on lhe eave framing, closers, and plales.
Finally, tighten all the pegs to firmly secure the
joints. George Allman's company, Timber Smith
Kits , produces pre-engineered, heavy-timber
frames suitable for erection by owner-builders.
To recap the systems I've described, let's look
back over some of the advantages and disadvantages of each one. Concrete roofing sys-

tems are strong-they allow spans of up to 12
feet (12 ' )-and they provide thermal inertia
through the mass of masonry. However, concrete technology may be too comple x for the
average owner-builder to handle unless a preengineered forming system is used. Using precast concrete precludes the problems of on-site
casting , but it's often unavailable or too expensive for rural application because of transportat ion costs .
If the building's floor plan requires long, open
spans, the only good alternative for the ownerbuilder is a pre-engineered steel joist system .
Allowances must be made for the thickness of
this system, however, since the joists themsel ves
are likely to be 18 inches (18 ") deep.
Heavy-timber framing is a workable alternative for owner-builders, either as a roofing system on structural partitions or as an entire
post-and-beam framework . The approach combines speed of assembly with the softness and
warmth of wood, but the thermal inertia of concrete roof and partitions is lost.
Once again , loadings are critical on earthsheltered roofs, so follow your plans carefully
or follow the advice of your engineer. Don 't take
short cuts in creating the structure of your house.
The oak post-and-beom frame of George Allmon's
home. The two-story sun porch at the right will be
completely glozed.

UPPER LEFT: All hands help raise a Timber Smith Kit
bent of mortised and tenoned oak. Get the beer
readyl UPPER MIDDLE: Drilling for dowels on members
that connect bents is done after all members are
interlocked and braced in true position . LOWER LEFT:
Placing a Timber Smith Kit roof beam. ABOVE : Decking and wall framing are easy once the post-andbeam frame is in place. LOWER RIGHT: Completed
joint with dowels exhibits craftsmanship and rustic
charm. This one is in the Allman house and studio ,
Gordonsville , Virginia .
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CHAPTER X

FINISHES

Since the masonry and concrete interior walls
and floors of your home act both as the areas
for the collection, storage, and distribution of
wintertime solar input and as conductors to the
soil outside that provides earth tempering, it's
important that you not cover them with paneling, wall-to-wall carpeting, or other nonconductive materials. Doing so would insulate the
living areas from the home's thermal mass and
would also inhibit its ability fa absorb heat from
the sun. Rugs should be placed sparingly for
comfort and accent in direct-gain areas; only
nonsolar fioor spaces, in baths and halls for example, should be carpeted. Whenever possible, select conductive interior fin ishes such as
pa int, plaster, tile, or textured stucco for your

walls, and use vinyl tile without a cushioned
backing , quarry tile, or an epoxy glaze for
floors. Finish your floors in a dark color to hide
dirt and readily absorb radiant energy. The
dark red of tile or brick pavers, for example, is
an excellent color for absorbing infrared radiation : the part of the spectrum which provides
warmth . Dark fioor colors will also form an at·
tractive contrast to beige or white walls.
With the exception of bar jOists, which require
a drop ceiling, all the construction systems I've
mentioned can use the underside of the roof
deck as the finish ceiling as long as the insulation is placed on top of the roof deck. This surface can be coated with stain, paint, or oil to
add interest and warmth to the home's interior.

. VAPOR BARRIER
Though there has been a great dea l of publiCity lately concerning the use of air/vapor
barriers fa reduce infilfration and prevent
condensation in wall cavities , an earthsheltered building presents some unique concerns. A cardinal rule is never to place two
vapor barriers in any wall or roof a sse mbly. For
instance, where the walls and the roof are waterproofed on the outside, don 't use polyethylene or paint-on vapor barriers on the inside.
Moisture trapped in the structure will vaporize
when warm and may rupture your roofing or
waterproofing.

If you plan to insulate between your rafters
and install ceiling board, be sure to provide
proper ventilation space between each pair of
rafters. This must be done according to code
and is intended to prevent condensation of
trapped water vapor from ruining your ceiling.
I recommend that you use solid foam insulation
on top of the structural deck to avoid condensation problems altogether. Since little moisture-bearing air can move into a solid sys·
tem, and the cool side of the insulation will be
outside the building , liftle condensation will occur within the structure.

INSULATION
As I mentioned in the chapter on planning,
all exposed (unbermed) exterior walls must be
insulated around the outside of the structure to
protect its thermal ma ss from outdoor temperature variation . At the very least, this insulative
layel sh ould extend four feet (4 ' ) below grade,
but the real goal is to extend the thermal break
to a depth where there's only a small seasonal
temperature fluctuation . One or two inches (1 "
or 2") of foam is sufficient for the belowground
walls in most parts of the country; for the roof
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and aboveground walls, double the thickness
of the insu lative layer.
There are two kinds of insulation that are
readily available for application to the outside
of your earth-sheltered home: urethane foam
and expanded polystyrene. Urethane is
sprayed on by roofers and insulating companies or comes in the form of foil-faced boards.
It normally has an R factor of about seven per
inch (R-7) of thickness. Expanded polystyrene,
often called EPS or beadboard, comes in vari-
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ous sizes of rigid panels and offers an R-value
of about 4.5 per Inch (R-4.5). Waterproof polystyrene (extruded rather than expanded) has a
higher Rfactor per inch thickness, and Its Insulative value is less subject to deterioration under
damp condltlons. However, it's more expensive
per R than beadboard. Because the Insulation
on your house will be protected by a waterproof membrane, the more expensive material Is unnecessary.
Sprayed-on foam gives a seamless surface,
whereas expanded polystyrene can be applied by an amateur using a strong flexible

adhesive called contractor's glue. When
choosing a brand of construction adhesive, be
sure that It won't react adversely with the beadboard: some types vaporize polystyrene material on contact. There are many manufacturers
of polystyrene and urethane Insulation. When
shopping for Insulation, compare price per total R-value, not price per Inch, for each square
foot. Expanded polystyrene insulation with a
factory-applied vapor barrier (sometimes
called "skinned") shouldn't be used underneath waterproofing or In areas where a resilient waterproof stucco will be applied.
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WATERPROOFING
Earth-sheltered surfaces must be protected
from moisture by a carefully applied waterproof membrane that extends from the eaves
right down to the footing bottom. EPDM roofing
is fairly new to the marketplace but is widely
available. The system is composed of a permanently flexible rubber sheet, which can be ordered In a variety of thicknesses. It's laid down
over the insulation and secured at the edges
by metal flashings and backflashings. Where
the walls meet the roof, I recommend that you
use a lap joint; fold the EPDM membrane over
itself so that backfilling doesn't stretch it at the
junction of the roof and wall. EPDM is generally applied by licensed roofers who will provide
a bond or warranty against a roof failure or
leaks.
If you wish to take on the responsibility yourself, you can purchase and apply brush-on
types of roofing yourself. Choose a product that
will remain elastic; that way it can be applied
over insulation laminated to the walls and roof
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without cracking or spauling off under the pressure of the backfill. In any event, don't use cement-based products to coat expanded
polystyrene board or urethane foam. The cement is too brittle and will crack when the foam
underneath gives.
LEFT PAGE: The layers over the concrete and timber
frame of Sun Corner are waterproofing, rigid foam
Insulation, and siding. RIGHT PAGE: A typical earthsheltered wall, showing patched and rubbed concrete, bentonite waterproofing, and a foundafion
drain in a gravel bed. Insulation will be added later.
Allow at least two feet of clearance between the
excavation and the building'S wall, so you'll have
room to work.

X FINISHES
I've gotten good results using Pennkote TwoPart Membrane (usually called TPM). The compound is mixed on site from two cans, and forms
a permanently elastic roof and subgrade wall
coating. The system should be applied only
when the temperature is above 40°F, the surface is dry, and no rain is expected. Prepare
the surface by filling all cracks and joints between insulation boards-or, if you have used
sprayed-on foam, all dips in the surface-with
a resilient filler such as Reditex. Then apply TPM
over the entire surface. Before the TPM cures,
bridge each crack or joint with Pennflex, a special four-inch-wide (4") elastic mesh that comes
in tape form. Use this method to create cants
at parapets, chimneys, and wherever pipes or
skylights project above the roof plane. Tape
should be applied in this manner to all roof
edges . As with all proprietary products, follow
the manufacturer's surface preparation, material storage, mixing, and application directions
very carefully.
Before backfilling, the foundation drain-a
four-inch (4" ) corrugated and perforated plastic pipe-should be placed in a bed of gravel
located around the footing so that the pipe
slopes gently down to screened open ends at
a lower grade. This drain must be low enough
to relieve any water pressure against subgrade
walls; thus its highest point should be at floor
level. Spread at least one foot (1 . ) of addition-
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al gravel over this drain to keep the holes from
becoming plugged with silt. Some contractors
go so far as to place building paper over the
top of the gravel layer to keep backfill from entering and plugging the spaces.
Another material you can use to ensure good
drainage against your walls is called Enkadrain@. This is a fibrous filter that adheres to
nylon-coated mesh. After the roofing and waterproofing have been applied, Enkadrain®
sheets are placed over the roof and along the
walls, with the filter side out. The plastic-coated
mesh forms a cushion between the waterproofing and backfill,' preventing damage from

sharp rocks. Subsoil water flows through the
mesh part of the sheet down to the foundation
drain. Bend the Enkadrain® sheets outwards at
the footings to enclose the foundation drain.
Both the waterproofing and the foundation
drain should be installed with great care, takIng special precautions to cover all Joints and
angles of the structure. Follow the manufacturers' directions very carefully when applying insulating and waterproofing materials; there's
nothing more heartbreaking than moving Into
a beautifully finished, earth-sheltered home
and discovering during the first rain that the
structure leaks.
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THE FACADE
If you want to apply siding to the exterior of
your home, you should attach vertical 2 X 4's,
two feet (2') OC, to the outer face of all the
above-grade blockwork. These should be anchored, edgewise, to the wall with a Hlltl (nail)
gun or with a similar tool that shoots anchors
through wood Into concrete. Then apply 3-1/2"
expanded polystyrene board between these
runners. Local bead board factories will custom
cut the board to suit your needs, or you can cut
it y.ourself with an electric carving knife. The siding Is attached to the runners just as you would
fasten It over studs. If you do use siding, however, be sure to caulk thoroughly around all door
and window trim with an elastomeric sealant.
Another option for exterior finishing Is to have
a resilient stucco, such as Oryvit or STO, applied
by professionals. The contractors will supply you
with a quote, based on the square footage of
wall, for applying insulation board of a specified R-value to the walls, preparing the surface
with proprietary bonding agents and reinforcement meshes, and applying the final coats of
textured stucco. Both Oryvit and STO come in a
wide choice of colors. The licensed applicators
of these products will warrant the completed
job to be colorfast, waterproof, and maintenance-free. I've mentioned two major suppliers
in this field, but many companies have recently
entered this growing market. When you're
choosing what to use, be-sure to test samples
of the products for resiliency and for adhesion
to extruded polystyrene foam board.
If you're willing to accept the responsibility for
coating the exterior, you can apply a resilient
stucco yourself. Pennkote distributes a wide selection of waterproofing and coating products
nationally and has agreed to sell their materials to owner-builders. Their resilient acrylic stucco is called Penntex; it has a granular texture,

which helps hide imperfections and Irregularities In the wall surface, and comes in colorfast
white, grey, or tan. I recommend the use of tan
Penntex, since It's least likely to show dirt and
is the most compatible color with timber trim.
Penntex application over securely glued extruded polystyrene Insulation board should be
as follows:
• Brush Penndex Flexible Waterproof Coating
on all board joints.
• Apply Pennflex Reinforcing Fabric to joints
over wet Penndex, carefully working the tape
into the wet material and smoothing out any
wrinkles.
• Apply a second coat of Penndex fo the joints,
smoothing over the tape and feathering out the
edges to hide the tape and any imperfections
at joints and corners.
• Allow Penndex to dry tack-free.
• Apply two coats of Penntex over the entire
wall, using a trowel. Two coats of Penntex applied at 40 square feet per gallon for each coat
will yield a dry thickness of 60 mils. Allow the first
coat to dry tack-free before applying the second coat.
• Total cure time for Penntex is five to seven
days, depending on the weather.
As in the Instructions for waterproofing, follow
the manufacturer's directions carefully. Do not
work on damp surfaces or In temperatures below 40°F, and keep the material from freezing
until the cure Is complete. The use of a resilient
stucco, which will act as a sealant, will obviate
the need for caulking or sealing around
openings.
_
Once the wall coatings are in place, you can
apply eave trim for appearance. This wood
can be stained, varnished, or oiled and will
need only occasional maintenance.
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BACKFILL at LANDSCAPING
Carefully backfill to the finish grade line, slopIng the earth away from the house so rainwater
won't pond near the structure. Try as much as
possible to prevent sharp or large rocks from
coming in contact with the house wall. Then
spread some of the topsoil that you saved from
the excavation over the disturbed areas. To
cover the roof, start by gently placing a fourInch (4") layer of sand on top of the waterproofing membrane to facilitate rapid drainage. This
operation should be done by hand. To prevent
puncturing the membrane, wear sneakers and
wrap wheelbarrow stands in cloth. Spread the
sand with nylon-tipped rakes; in fact, don't use
me1al-1ipped tools at all to earth-shelter your
home. As you go, inspect the membrane for
damage. It's no fun digging away earth later
to repair leaks created by sloppy spreading
techniques.

Now mix more of the topsoil you saved with
an equal amount of manure, mulch, or peat
moss to make a rich, light, loamy mixture. Place
8 inches (8") of this growing medium over the
sand so that the total depth (sand and earth)
is 12 inches (12"). This thickness is sufficient to
support ground cover and is the depth for
which the preceding structural systems have
been designed.
Plant a hardy, indigenous, maintenance-free
ground cover on your roof. Pick one that has a
horizontal, continuous root system so that frequent watering won't be required. The vegetation should eventually grow thick enough to
reduce weather exposure and to discourage
roof traffic. Pachysandra, ivy, and spreading
junipers are good examples. In any event, keep
the roof free from weeds or trees with tap roots
that could damage the waterproofing.
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CHAPTER XI

LIVING SOLAR

To live comfortably in a passi ve solar home,
you'll have to get in tune with the effects of daily
weather fluctuations and seasonal changes in
the sun's path. Reacting fo these changes won'f
require much effort, and it will offer several

benefifs. Not only will you be able to keep the
interior of your house at a comfortable temperature w ithout resorting to auxiliary heating or
cooling, buf you'll also find yourself more
aware of nafure and in touch with the outdoors.

INSULATING SHADES
Insulating window shades can reduce heaf
loss through the large glazed area s of your
house by about 80 percent (80%). Cutting off the
path for warmth to escape from your home at
night is essential in order to retain the solar
energy that was gained during the day. Passive
solar buildings have larger window- to floorarea ratios than do conventional sfructures so
that they can take full advantage of wintertime
solar radiation . However, heat loss through
these large glazed areas on winter nights can
actually offset daytime solar gain unless the

FIG 11_1
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windows are insulated. Quilted shades that run
on plastic tracks fastened to window jambs are
available in made-to-order or kit form from Appropriate Technologies and from other firms. Insulating shades consist of layers ot lightweight
insulation interspersed with foil sheets to reflect
heat back into the house.
likewise, large window areas admit a lot of
indirect and reflected radiation on summer
days, even though they're protected from direct solar rad iation by the eave and overhang .
In this case, the foil layer in insulating window

r
r
r
r

XI LIVING SOLAR

shades can reflect unwanted radiation back to
the outside.
To make your house function properly. Install
Insulating shades on all major windows. Close

them on winter nights. and pull them down at
least partway during sunny summer days. In
addition. such shades are essent\o\ if your
house Includes a greenhouse or sunspace.
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FIG 11.2
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SUNSPACES
If you do decide to use a greenhouse or sunspace with your passive solar home. you'll enjoy a little more control over your environment.
Since the collector area will be concentrated
in the sunspace. the solar gain can be separated from the living areas. In order to add heat
to the house during whiter, windows and doors
between the collector (sunspace) and the livIng area must be opened to allow warm air to
penetrate and warm the main structure's thermal mass. On winter nights. you can close the
windows and doors to prevent the warmth In the
house from escaping through the large glazed

areas in the sunspace. If you have greenhouse
plants that must be protected from freezing. you
may have to sacrifice a little heat from the
house to keep the greenhouse warm enough.
The use of insulated shades on the sunspace
glazing should ke~p this to a minimum. though.
Removable shading devices should be used
to protect the sunspace against summertime
overheating. With proper shading, your sunspace will become a comfortable porch when
it's ventilated properly. Placing awnings along
the south facades In the summer Is a costeffective way to reduce summertime gain.

DAILY CYCLES
Homes that are heated by direct gain utilize
major living areas to absorb and store radiant
energy. These spaces should be allowed to
receive sunlight during the day In order to
warm their thermal mass. However. If interior
temperatures become uncomfortable. opening doors and windows Slightly will cool things
off. Air carries so little heat that lowering air temperature will not appreciably affect the radiant gain of thermal mass floors and masonry
walls.
If you have any need for your backup heatIng system. It will probably be on winter morn-

ings. Most of my clients have found that even
on the coldest nights a home with enough thermal mass will not cool down until early morning. People with woodburning stoves fire them
up when the earliest riser wakes, In order to
heat the house till the children leave for school.
After that, they let the fire die down. Once the
sun gets up a little way In the sky, solar input
quickly warms up the home. By the time the
owners come home from work In the afternoon,
the daytime gain has warmed the thermal mass
to the point at which temperatures have equalIzed throughout the dwelling.

VENTILATION at SERVICES
When moist, warm summer air strikes cool
walls that are In contact with the earth, water
vapor may condense and cause dampness
and even mold. Consequently, unless you live
in an arid zone, you'll probably need to ventilate your earth-sheltered home during the summer.leave windows open as much as possible
if you find dampness or mold developing.
Proper placement of skylights and mechanical
air distribution systems, as I mentioned in Chapter IV, greatly facilitate ventilation and help
keep bacteria under control.
If you use cool tubes to draw air that's been
cooled to ground temperature Into the home,
I suggest that you make them from perforated
drainage pipe. As moist, warm air is drawn
through the cool walls of the underground
tubes Into the home, condensation occurs, and
the perforations allow the water to soak into the
ground. Be sure to screen the ends of the pipes
to keep out vermin. and provide operable
dampers to shut the tubes off in winter.
PAGE 84

Air can be encouraged to move through cool
tubes by very small fans called duct boosters,
which take little power to operate, or by creatIng low pressure In the house by using a solar
chimney. The south face of the solar chimney
is glazed with acrylic or fiberglass. The inside
surfaces of this collector are painted black to
absorb the heat of the sun. As air in the solar
chimney -Is warmed by solar- radiation, It becomes less dense and rises out the open top~
the resulting low pressure draws air from the
house up Into the chimney. Air to replace that
which is being drawn out through the solar
chimney comes either from open windows or
from the cool tubes. I design the ductlng for
these devices to run alongside the woodburning stove flue, so that the two passages run
through the same masonry mass. Ceiling fans
with rheostatiC switches are also a good way
to create air movement. Circulation produces
the sensation of cooler temperatures inside the
home; for once the windchill factor will be on
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your side and you can welcome It.
When you're designing and building your
earth-tempered home, I encourage you to think
also of using solar-heated water to serve your
domestic needs. For the time being, you may
wish simply to construct your supply system so
you can easily connect solar collectors later.
On the other hand, you may want to Integrate
collectors and storage tanks Into your basic design. Another way to heat your water without fos-

sll fuels Is to run a three-Quarter-inch (3/4")
galvanized pipe about three feet (3') long
through the flue of a woodburning stove. This
system will tend to be on the job when solar Input Is minimal-during cloudy weather or at
night. I've found this method to fit In nicely with
the use of relatively Inefficient, homemade solar collectors. The hybrid system is a costeffective alternative to expensive manufactured products.

YOUR LIFE
When you finally finish your home, you should
be proud to have created lasting real estate
value In the form of a home that responds naturally, without mechanical means, to seasonal
changes. Whatever happens to energy prices
or availability, your home will be comfortable
at minimum cost. As energy costs continue their
Inevitable rise, the value of your energy-efficient home will rise accordingly. I like to think
of an earth-tempered, passive solar home as a
livable investment In the future.
On the community and national level, creatIng your own energy-effective home allows you
to take an active role in the revitalization of the
economy-and in a meaningful way. You're
reducing the amount of fossil fuel that would be
wasted in heating and cooling an energysquandering house. This action, when repeated by countless other home builders who may
follow your example in discovering the benefits
of energy-efflcient construction, will in the long
run help create harmony by relieving competi-

tive pressure between people and nations for
fossil fuels. Of the most Immediate Importance
to you, however, Is the fact that you've built a
practical environment for you and your family
to live in, and It's one that won't continually
drain your resources.
I believe that thoughtful buildings help to develop a deeper harmony between the self and
nature. This is one of the intuitive differences between the words IIhouse" and IIhome." A house
is an Inhabited building, whereas a home suggests harmony and repose. A person can reach
out from the harmonious foundations of his or
her home and help others, because there's always that security to return to for rest and
recuperation. If the home not only visually and
physically expresses creativity but also remains
a place of comfort, regardless of swiftly changing fortunes, then It becomes a physical and
spiritual foundation for these troubled times. If,
again, this Influence can be multiplied, It will
have a healthy affect on society as a whole.
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CONCLUSION
In the last few paragraphs I've been speaking in personal terms about an approach to
construction and design that integrates practicality and aesthetics. Architectural style has
recently been thought of as merely a matter of
appearance or taste. Yet the basic structural
types and methods of architecture are deeply
rooted in history. Only since the advent of
nineteenth. century romanticism and eclecticism has appearance been thought of as the
touchstone of style.
I see a time when this trend will die; In fact,
you are evidence of that trend. Architecture Is,
or should be, the artistic embodiment of man's
physical relationship with nature. By the same
token, it's also an expression of man's spiritual
attitude toward nature. These two Involvements
with nature are, of course, Interdependent. If
people are cut off from natural things through
the application of technology, and If there's

r

nothing more than a supercilious and antithetIcal attitude toward nature, then buildings will
have unnatural surfaces and articulation. The
result Is the ubiquitous and fashionable glass
box or prism employed In modern office and
apartment design.
On the other hand, if man uses technology to
create an environment that utilizes natural
phenomena, the resulting architectural style
will have natural surfaces and be articulated
In such a way as to conform to the natural visual
order of our world. Such an architectural style
may then be thought of as being earth tempered, both physically and aesthetically. Its interior temperatures are conditioned by the
thermal Inertia of the earth's crust; It Is organIca"y designed around the seasonal changes
In the sun's relationship to the earth; and It is
vlsua"y organized, by the use of natural principles, to be In harmony with nature.
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APPENDIX A: DESIGN TOOLS
HEAT LOAD CALCULATION
MANUAL J, 4th ED.
BUILDER:
PROJECT:
HOUSE TYPE:

J..I OW TO COMPLETt
BLAN~

PASSIVE SOLAR DWELLING

TOTAL FINISHED AREA: 0 SQ. FT.

GUAU

TOTAL UNFINISHED AREA : 0 SQ. FT.

MAXIMUM WINTER HEAT LOSS
•

o1

CONSTRUCTION TYPE

AREA R·VALUE

ill
0

I LABRL I.

TEMP.DIFF. HEAT LOSS BTUH

J]J
0

r-:r--r
0 I.TtP
/...2-1 0

2

0

0

0

3
4
5
6

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

7
B

0
0
OO

0
0

5

Q
Q

'(

I

TOTAL HEAT LOSS WHERE H=UA(T) : 0 BTUH

SU . !" fP

BACK UP HEATING CAPACITY, NOT COUNTING SOLAR INPUT
o ELECTRIC BASEBOARD HEATERS AT : 0 BTUH CAPACITY EACH = 0 BTUH
o ELECTRIC CONVECTION HEATERS AT : 0 BTUH CAPACITY EACH = 0 BTUH
TOTAL BACKUP SYSTEM HEATING CAPACITY : 0 BTUH
7

l'iTEr

CONSTRUCTION TYPE

3
4

INSULATED EXPOSED WALL
SUPERINSULATED EXPOSED
WALLS
INSULA TED DOOR
DOUBLE PANE WINDOW
INSULATED EXPOSED ROOF

5
6
8

AREA

2.. AS~ E. MBLY
E.fJH I(. ON

B

TOTAL MAXIMUM SUMMER HEAT GAIN
•

' OTAI.. THerE VALUk: S FOR

0

0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

rOK.

rA liE n E~A" I/lN
AS

,~"
:::

ABOV...

CALCULATE. AR.EA Or

3. ~A CH

TOTAL MAXIMUM SUMMER HEAT GAIN = 0 BTUH
LESS HEAT LOSS TO EARTH·SHELTERED AREAS OF : 0 BTUH ~
RENDERS NET SUMMERTIME HEAT GAIN OF : 0 BTUH

C~;' tT

EA0 t-l AS SENSlY TYf'f:.

R·VALUE TEMP.DIFF. HEAT GAIN BTUH

0

R.- VAlU E.

ML£:::J
I*'" Lili<ii' I
l,uahAc.T !

4.

M l t::MBL.'f.

<'fJH i(. T£MPEJVWth,
DtFfHl:; IJTI ALS .

o EXHAUST FANS OF 0 CFM CAPACITY EQUAL VENTILATING CAPACITY OF 0 CFM
TEMPERATURE DIFFERENTIALS ARE O° F WINTER & 95 ° F SUMMER, WITH INTERIOR
AT 70 °F.
CALCULATIONS INCLUDE HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL STILL AIR FILMS.

Ch" W UH SltITI H'

5. T \..i~KNA l.
Ail E A.

E.A loTH CONl"Ac.iT Mt TIGA H5 JU M MH .l"IM E.

H.n

TEM P.

G AI l-) . WHE V n("u ~I JJ(j Ta n G

HEAT GAI!J W B"T KAC,T

~T\J H ITeMS ,ltoM

Itlr CHAt:!; lV ttlGj+ .M"' A.S u~ S HUT W S s
10 EA"'H .

Cl-jA R. T t/' N tJ P Pc? S (Hi.
fIL~£O
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OI.)tTS /fWU I{, .

P.i C1 E:

l~

oU T FO R.. SU !J COTT.ACn

'TOTAL.

i-I" A'T

r...oss

w

to. TOTAL OF 6TUH COL.U.\AfJ.
~

HL.£ 0T t;QUI I'M • .lJ T

r\

. 10 EQOAL THiJ TOTAc..L /

HEAT LOAD CALCULATION
MANUAL J, 4TH EDITION
BUILDER:
PROJECT:
HOUSE TYPE:

WILLIAM KELLY ESQ.
SUN COTTAGE
PASSIVE SOLAR DWELLING

TOTAL FINISHED AREA: 912 SQ. FT.

MAXIMUM WINTER HEAT LOSS
AREA
R·VALUE TEMP.DIFF.

#

CONSTRUCTION TYPE

o

FLOOR AREA
INSULATED WALL BELOW GRADE
WALL BELOW GRADE
INSULATED MASONRY WALL
INSULATED FRAME WALL
INSULATED DOOR
DOUBLE PANE WINDOW
INSULATED ROOF BELOW GRADE
INSULATED EXPOSED ROOF

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

TOTAL UNFINISHED AREA: 96 SQ . FT.

1,008
514.8
210
272

o

21
288
1,008

o

0
16.96
1.96
16.96
1.36
11 .11
1.96
32.13
1.53

HEAT LOSS BTUH

00
7
7
70
70
70
70
7
70

212
750
1,123
132
10,286
220
12,722.7533 BTUH

TOTAL HEAT LOSS WHERE H-UA(T):

BACK UP HEATING CAPACITY, NOT COUNTING SOLAR INPUT
3 ELECTRIC BASEBOARD HEATERS AT: 5,120 BTUH CAPACITY EACH ~ 15,360 BTUH
1 ELECTRIC CONVECTION HEATER AT: 5,120 BTUH CAPAC ITY EACH ~ 5,120 BTUH
TOTAL BACKUP SYSTEM HEATING CAPACITY: 20,480 BTUH

TOTAL MAXIMUM SUMMER HEAT GAIN
AREA
R·VALUE TEMP.DIFF. HEAT GAIN BTUH

#

CONSTRUCTION TYPE

3

INSULATED MASONRY WALL
INSULATED FRAME WALL
INSULATED DOOR
DOUBLE PANE WINDOW
INSULATED EXPOSED ROOF

4
5
6
8

272

o

21
288

o

16.96
1.36
11 .11
1.96
1,53

25
25
25
25
25

401
47
3,673

TOTAL MAXIMUM SUMMER HEAT GAIN -

#

1
2
7

CONSTRUCTION TYPE
AREA
INSULATED WALL BELOW GRADE 514.8
WALL BELOW GRADE
210
INSULATED ROOF BELOW GRADE 1,008

4,121 .66751 BTUH

R·VALUE . TEMP.DIFF.
16.96
1.96
32.13

7
7
7

HEAT LOSS BTUH
212
750
220

TOTAL SUMMER HEAT LOSS TO EARTH·SHELTERED AREAS: 1,182.08426 BTUH
RENDERS NET SUMMERTIME HEAT GAIN OF: 2,939.58325 BTUH
2 EXHAUST FANS OF 100 CFM CAPACITY EQUAL VENTILATING CAPACITY OF 200 CFM
TEMPERATURE DIFFERENTIALS: OaF WINTER: 95 °F SUMM ER; 70 ° F INTERIOR .

MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATION

FASCO
FASCO
FASCO
FASCO

MODEL
MODEL
MODEL
MODEL

250A6 1500 W MEDIUM DENSITY ELECTRIC BASEBOARD 6 ' LONG
2451 RECESSED ELECTRIC CONVECTION HEATER
665 FASHIONAIRE BATHROOM EXHAUST FAN
267 ROUND DUCT KITCHEN RANGE HOOD
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APPROXIMATE RANGE OF AVERAGE YEARLY LOW TEMPERATURES

ZON E 2 - 50 TO -40 °F
ZON E 3 - 40 TO -30 °F
ZONE 4 - 30 TO -20 °F
ZONE 5 -20 TO -10°F
ZONE 6 -10 TO OaF
ZONE 7

o TO

ZONE 8

10 TO 20 °F

ZONE 9

20 TO 30°F

10°F

ZONE 10 30 TO 40 °F

-I

c·

I
I
Note that Zone 1 does not occur in the contiguous 48 sta tes.

APPENDIX B: PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
ENKADRAIN<!> WALL DRAINAGE MATERIAL
Enkadrain'" foundation drainage material is
a durable, two-layer composite consisting of
Stabilenka'" polyester nonwoven filter fabric
heat-bonded to Enkamalt'" malting-a
compression-resistant nylon matting of open,
three-dimensional construction.
Enkadrain'" Is manufactured in 38.2-inch-wide
(38.2") rolls and is placed against the waterproofed wall prior to backfilling. A 3-inch (3 ")
overlap is provided on one edge to cover
seams. Enkadrain'" filters water from the backfill and provides an escape duct to the corrugated plastic drain pipe at the bottom of the
wall. This eliminates hydrostatic buildup .
Enkadrain'" 9010 can withstand pressures up to
1,000 pounds per square foot.
Enkadra in'" can be installed to depths of 30
feet (30 ' ) and has been used extensively by various state departments of transportation for soilwater filtration. It replaces stone, gravel, or
graded aggregates and the protective board
they require.
American Enka Company
Enka, North Carolina 28728

MID-ATLANTIC HAMBRO<!> BAR JOISTS
The Hambro'" D-500 Composite Concrete
Floor System is an engineered steel bar-joist system in which the top chord of the Joist extends
into the slab poured atop it. Composite action '
with this system Is achieved automatically
along the entire length of the Hambro'" top
chord, resulting in increased stiffness-normally
on the order of three times greater than conventional jOists and with one-third the deflection.
This stiffness also improves vibration resistance ,
which contributes to sound damping. No bridging, pans, high chairs, or on-site welding are .
required.
Prepared Hambro'" systems based on a fourfoot minimum spacing can be ordered in long
or short spans and can be erected by unskilled
labor. The Hambro'" D-500 system is approved
by organizations such as BOCA, SBCC, ICBO,
Underwriters Laboratories, and HUD,FHA.
Mid-Atlantic Hambro"', Inc.
114 E. 25th Street
Baltimore, Maryland 21218

HOMEX<!> 300 EXPANSION JOINT FILLER
EPICORE<!> SLAB REINFORCEMENT
The Epicore'" Concept 2 Floor System is a
long-span composite slab system utifizing highstrength Epicore'" Composite Floor Deck as a
permanent and positive reinforcing steel form .
The key to the system is the 2-inch deep · (2 ")
dovetail rib configuration of Epicore'" deck.
£plcore'" provides all positive reinforcing and
reduces negative reinforcing. Because an
Epicore'" slab is monolithic, it can be tied to
reinforced and grouted retaining walls forming
a diaphragm and eliminating the need for tie
beams. Epicore'" slabs can support greater
loading than a typical reinforced slab of the
same depth; therefore, an Epicore'" slab can
span greater distances with equal loadings.
Epicore"" s dovetail ribs provide a simple,
economical, and permanent means for hanging c ei lings, piping, ducts, and other mechanical and utility components. Two types of
hangers, capable of supporting 200 and 1,000
pounds, can be inserted anytime after an
Epicore'" slab is cured. Hangers can be bought
one! inslalled as they are needed, so advance
planning is unnecessary except to determine
loading requirements.
Epic Metals Corporation
Eleven Talbot Avenue
Rankin, Pennsylvania 15104
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Homex'" 300 is a pre molded wood fiber strip
for use in concrete and masonry joints to compensate for contraction and expansion caused
by temperature change . Homex'" 300 is nonextruding; compatible with all known sealants (includ ing polysulfides); nonstaining; resistant to
rot, fungus, and termites; bendable and
resilient at any temperature; able to provide 70
percent (70%) recovery atter compression ; and
low in water absorption.
Homex'" is available in four preformed thicknesses: lengths to 10 feet (10 ' ) and widths from
3 to 48 inches (3" to 48"). Where expansion joints
are placed at intervals of 30 feet (30 ' ) or less,
use 114" or 3/8" Homex'" ; up to SO feet (50 ' ), use
1/2"; up to 75 feet (7S·). use 3/4" ; up to 100 feet
(100 ' ), use 1". Homex'" 300 conforms to all ASTM
performance requirements.
Homasote Company
Box 7240
West Trenton, New Jersey 08628

PennKote Products
Watertite TPM Two-Part Membrane: Watertite
TPM is a two-part liquid applied waterproofing
compound based on dibromopolybutadiene
-known as liquid rubber. When the two parts
(A and B) are blended, applied, and cured,
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they form a highly flexible and resilient waterproof membrane.
,Watertight TPM retains its original ability to expand and contract with rapid temperature
changes and offers full prot~ction aga.inst
moisture, water, ozone, ultravIolet radiatIon,
salts and weathering. Watertlte TPM adheres to
most conventional construction materials and
brldges,'cracks up ,to 1/8 inch (1/8") in width.
, Watertite TPM is not to be applied to surfaces
that are wet, oily, frosted, dirty, or contaminated hi any way or to lightweight concretes con, talnlng moisture or certain curing compounds.
Penntex: Penntex is a high-solids, waterbased synthetic rubber compound based on
modified elastomeric polymers with Inert fillers,
pigments, and selected aggregates. It Is suppHed as a premixed" heavy-bodied, singlecompound paste that is applied by brush,
trowel, roller, or spray to form, upon drying, a
ffexible, duraple, and decorative coating for interior or extertor use. Penntex will weatherproof,
and It will effectively bond to concrete, brick,
wood, metal, drywall, or other common build)ng substrates. It is highly resistant to ultraviolet
radiation, temperature changes, and airborne
industrial pollutants. ,'", .
Cracks, gaps, and joihts"must be filled in advance using PennFlex reinforcing fabric applied with PennDex. It covers 40 square feet per
gallon in 30-mil dry thickness. The surface is dry
to the touch in two hours, can be recoated after one hour, and achieves a final cure in seven
days. PennTex canl')Qt be applied under wet
conditions or when the temperature is very high
or below freezing.
PennKote
440 West Jackson
Phoen ix, Arizona 85003

SURVIVAL CONSULTANTS
The Sun Cottage homes mentioned in this
book are standard designs by the author, Angus Macdonald, and are offered, along with 16
other plans, through his business: Survival Consultants. These plan sets include itemized cost
analyses, detailed construction specifications,
a supplier's packet with manufactlJrers' literature on recommended materials, instructions
on how to connect low-cost alternative energy
systems to the homes, and two sets of complete
working drawings for the owner-builder or
contractor.
SUN COTTAGE-in one-, two-, three-bedroom,
and De lux models-features post-and-beam
framing in oak to support earth-sheltered wood-

en roof decks. The engineered framing kit
speeds construction, provides an attractive Interior, and allows modular planning by virtue
of its repetitive structural bays.
SUN HOME-two-bedroom and De Lux
models-is a cost-effective mixture of earth
sheltering and superinsulation. Thermal performance is enhanced by the use of earth-sheltered precast or cast-in-place concrete roof
decks in the rear and a superinsulafed timber
roof deck over the living and dining areas in
the front. The front roof can be covered with tile
for a hacienda appearance.
SUNCROFT -in two-bedroom and threebedroom De Lux models-features a solar
clerestory for the bedrooms. The superstructure
consists of a heavy timber frame with superinsulation over a concrete and masonry family room. The bedrooms are located on a balcony, which looks over the living/dining room.
RIDGECROFT -in three- and four-bedroom
and De Lux models-uses long-span steel bar
joists supporting a heavy timber deck or concrete roof to allow open Interior planning. The
Hambro@ jOists easily support an earthsheltered roof and are inexpensive in larger
homes.
Plan sets are available through Survival Consultants for $100 for one- and two-bedroom
homes and for $150 for three- and four-bedroom
homes. A plan book, describing all the deSigns,
is available for $5.
Survival Consultants
P.O. Box 21
Rapidan, Virginia 22733

TIMBER SMITH KITS
Precut oak timber kits for earth-sheltered,
passive-solar homes offer economy and the
beauty and strength of traditional materials.
Four inexperienced workers can erect a Timber
Smith Kit in two days, and the use of the kit can
reduce the price of a home substantially. Several Survival Consultants models can be built at
a savings of about $3,500, using timber instead
of concrete.
Timber Smith Kits are post-and-beam framed
using precut mortise-and-tenon joints with pegs.
Timber Smith Kits are designed for earth loadings and produced by George Allman, P.E., a
registered structural engineer. Kits include all
structural members, assembly instructions,
pegs, and a mallet. Custom design and construction assistance are also available.
George Allman, P.E.
P.O. Box 182
Gordonsville, Virginia 22942
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APPENDIX C:. GLOSSARY

Azimuth : the angular degrees from a particular point on
'h e horizon. In solar design, azimuth is expressed as degrees
east or west of south.
Backfill: earth or gravel used to fill In around the walls of
on earth shelter. Because this earth Is nof compressed, it's
called unbalanced or unconsolidated fill.
Base Course: Sand or grovel used to evenly bed a concrete
slab. The layer Is usually four to six inches thick but may be
altered to suit the design.
.

Satch heater: a passive solar water heater consisting of a
tank enclosed In a well·lnsulofed, glozed box. Also called
a bread box heater.
Balloon diagram: a rough breakdown of a house's floor
plan to describe the basic rooms desired.

Joist: a horizontal structural member that runs from one
structural partilion or wall to another. large Joists are called
beams. Found in both floors and ceilings.
Ladder: a network of reinforcing steel that resembles a lodder and Is placed in the footings.
Line out: to mark the boundaries of a building's footings
with string stretched between bdtter boards.
Lintel: a structural bridge over the top 0"0 window or a door
that distributes load to the adjoinIng walls.
Mass: in physics, the property of a body that gives it'lnertia. In solar design, it refers to material wl1h the ability to
readily absorb and release heat.
Oakum: a fibrous, waterproof rope that plumbers force Into
joints to sea l them.

Batter boards: wooden frameworks set up Just beyond the
building's foundation boundary, from which strings can be
stretched to mark footing trenches, as well as the edges and
centerlines of the structure's walls.

Plenum: a large space where a gas (air) Is held at higher
or lower pressure than atmospheric pressure.

Bearing wall: a structural wall which has a portion 01 the
second floor or roof weight resting on It.

Plumb bob: the weight on the end of a plumb line that's
used to determine vertical (or plumb).

Belt beam: a concrete cap to a masonry wall that ties the
wall together. Also called a bond beam.

Radiant transfer: energy transmitted in a strai ght line (for
our purposes) as waves or particles. Distinct from convective or conductive transfer.

Bent: a porlfon of a posf-ond-beam frame consisting 01
enough posts and a beam to run from one wall to another.
Boxes: metal or plastic enclosures for electrIcal outlets,
switches, and fixtures.
Builder's level: an accurate, tripod·mounted sighting level used to align and level construction.
Buttress: a wall or projection that supports a retaining wall
by running perpendicular to It; wall and buttress are linked
together with reinforcing steel.
Clerestory: a wall of windows that rises above the normal
ceiling height. May be a continuation of an existing window wall or a protuberance on the roof.
Closer: a board lying on edge that spans the ends of the
joists. Sometimes called a rim (or band) joist.
Direct gain: a system by which radiant solar energy enters
a building directly through Its windows and is absorbed into
the structural materials as heat.
Dry-stack: a system wherein concrete blocks are la id up
without mortar, and a coating of reinforced stucco is add·
ed later.
Earth tempering : a system ot earth·sheltered home canstruc1ion where the soil surrounding the building provides
thermal mass and protects th e structure Irom seasonal atmospheric temperature extremes.
Facade: a face, or exterior wall, of a building.
Footing: a concrete pad that's set below frost line and upon
which the foundation rests.

Parapet: a low wall that extends above the rOQfline.

Retaining wall: a structural wall that resists the tipping force
of unbalanced fill or hyqrostatlc pressure.
Roof deck: the flat materIal that spans the ceiling joists or
beams to hold up the roof: plywood, tongue-and·groove
boards, corrugated metal, or concrete.
Septic (or drainage) field: an Individual waste disposal system that has a series of perforated pipes that distribute
waste from a holding tank inlo the subsoil.
Service (run): a plumbing or electrical ilne.
Solar chimney: a solar collector that pulls air from a house
by heating a column of air. The heated air rises, pulling
more air up from below.
Spirit level: usually a small bubble level that can be suspended from the lines strung between the batter boards.
Starter bars: steel reinforcing rods thai link a looting to a
foundation wall .
Story pole: a stick that Is marked to indicate the height of
block courses, window openings, anc:t door headers.
Stucco: a granular cement mixture used to cover walls.
Thermal Inertia: the capacity of a substance (mass) to resist
temperature change. Substances with high thermo I Inertia have high specific heat, a direct measure of heat CO- I
po city.
Top plale: the wooden me mber thol lies fla t o n fOP of a wall
and to wh ich roof frami ng Is attached.
Unbalanced fill: see backfill.

Foundation: the portion 01 a building's wall between the
footing and floor level. Sometimes considered to Include
Ihe looting.
.

Vestibule: a passage, hall, or room between the exterior
door and a home's Interior.

Glazing: a tronsparent or translucent window covering
made 01 glass or plastiC.

Zone map: a diagram that defines a home's spaces into
three areas: livi ng, circulation, and serv ice.

H-clips: spacers placed between sheets of decking to permit expansion and contraction.
High chair: a prefabricated stand that holds reinforcement
above Ihe excavation.
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